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Memplians Pack Church For Marine's Funeral

•
FINAL RITES FOR A MARINE — Progressive Baptist
church was packed last Sunday night for the funeral service
of Marine Pfc Walter L. Smith, a former choir boy, who was
killed in Viet Nam on Aug. 19 in a battle with the Viet Cons;
—
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*delivering the eulogy is Rev. 0. C. Collins, the pastor of
the church. In center photo Marine pallbearers offer a salute to a fallen comrade on Monday afternoon just before
the body is lowered Into a grave at National cemetery as

bugler in photo at extreme right sounds "Taps." The body
arrived in Memphis aboard a Delta jet on Friday morning.
and only the victim's closest relatives and friends were
present when it was taken to Air Freight office and trans-

(erred to an R. S. Lewis and Sons ambulance for the sail
journey into Memphis. Teachers and former associates of
the serviceman were on band Sunday night to give expressions of sympathy and honor. (Whitens Photo)
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Church Packed For
Funeral Of Marine

Bennett To Take Oath
From Judge Hooks

By DEBORAH THOMAS
Spring of 1962, when Smith
Only one week after his as- received his Law degree from
Marine Private First Class was selected to attend spring
in 1963.
university
Howard
of
duties
Walter L. Smith, killed on NDCC Camp at the Municipal
sociate puts aside the
Mr. Bennett is a veteran of
August 19 in Viet Nam when a Airport. Young Smith volun.
an advocate for the trappings
Army, was on active
U.S.
the
Bennett
T.
Arthur
bullet fired from a Viet Cong leered to do all-night guar('
of a judge,
duty from 1953-55 and with the
rifle hit him in the chest dur- duty so that some of his bud
of 101 S .Parkway East will reserves from 1955-62.
ing a skirmish at Chu Lai, was dies could attend a (lane(
be sworn into the office of asHe is married to the former
sistant attorney general by
given final rites Sunday night, which was being given Hu
Adams who
A.
Josephine
Miss
Judge Benjamin L. Hooks.
August 29, at Progressive Bap- boys and their sponsors.
is a teacher in Virginia at the
tist Church, and full military 'SOMETHING FOR COUNTRY"
Atty. Hooks was scheduled to
rites at National Cemetery Major Robinson commented
be sworn into office as judge
Monday, August 30.
of Criminal Court's Division
"He was willing to do some
L/Cpl Bobby J. Coleman, a thing for his friends . . . thif
Four on Wednesday, Sept. 1.
native Memphian, escorted the seems to be a part of his cha,Mr. Bennett, who came to
body of young Smith to Mem- acter." He added, "He also clk:
Memphis two years ago and
phis from San Francisco where something for his country."
had his law practice at 588
it arrived in Memphis last
Vance ave., in the same buildJohn W. Davis of the Progres
Friday.
ing with Attys. A. W. Willis,
'
sive Baptist church, also bar,
During the funeral service, high
B. L. Hooks, R. B. Sugarmon,
praise for Smith. He said
before presenting the medal to the youth's uncle, John Tay- officiated by Rev. 0. C. ColA POSTHUMOUS AWARD — While relatives of a Marine
and B. F. Jones, is the
that Smith "lived in such a
peothe
and
President
the
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behalf
on
rd.,
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Gillis
536
of
e
relativ
the
him,
lins,
bury
pastor
the
of
to
church, the way that he left his footprint:
killed in Viet Nam were preparing
,first Negro lawyer in recent hisple of the United States. Participating in the service, at right choir rang out the songs, "The on the
tory to receive an appointment
of a soldier was in the office of Mayor William B. Ingram
sands of time."
Hymn
Battle
of
the
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ofCapt.
are
general's
Republic"
soldier's
of
kin,
of
attorney
Mr.
the
nearest
Taylor,
to the
Mr. Davis, commenting
to receive the Purple Heart Medal posthumously for a young
and
"America,"
both
paying
fice.
hospital.
ham P. Lynch and Sgt. Fula% Earl of Kennedy VA
the devoutness of young Smiti
Army sergeant who died earlier in that country, and here
tribute to the patriotism of the
He is to fill one of three posts
(MLR Photo)
as a church worker and a ho'
Mayor Ingram reads citation to the late Sgt. John C. Harris
young American marine, the,scOut,
created recently by the Tennesstated, Smith was
third serviceman from Shelby
see Legislature at a starting
young man who lived up to tin
to be killed in battle with the
of $8,700 a year.
of
requirements
Bo!
the
Viet Cong in Viet Nam,
HOWARD GRADUATE
;Scouts, and any man who live('
Major George R. Robinson, up to the
A native of Corapeake, N.
requirements of th.
professor of military science of
C., Mr. Bennett was reared in
Boy Scouts can take his slam
•
the NDCC, stated during the
Portsmouth, Va.. and attended
•
ARTHUR BENNETT
anywhere."
rites, "We all share a very
its public schools. He studied
Nat D. Williams, professodeep sense of personal loss
for two years at the Norfolk present time.
of History at Booker T. Wash
of
staff
the
of
member
and
sorrow
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State
.
col- As a
." He cited an
division of Virginia
A Negro civil rights worker both charges, but that Fayette
incident which occurred in the
See PACKED, Page 2
lege before entering Howard Atty. Gen. Phil Canale, Mr. 1
County was fined County officials do not demand
Fayette
from
stabbed
fatally
was
3,
Apt.
St.,
that
university where he was gradu- Bennett will prosecute persons
thought
A cafe patron
ated with a Bachelor of Arts charged with state violations in he had a perfect alibi as to his with a 10 inch butcher knife by a total of $22 in City Traffic that these defects be remedied
degree in History with a Politi- the several divisions of Crimi- whereabouts last Saturday Mrs. Alberta Sanders 53, which Co u r t on Monday afternoon, immediately in that county.
night, when his former girl was the climax of altercations and efforts to air the conduct Mr. Springfield was arrested
tal Science minor in 1959 He nal Court.
friend was shot in the back of between the two over a period of arresting officers in open on Saturday night, August 21,
court failed when City Judge by Patrolmen E. C. Jones and
the neck by someone outside of several years.
Mrs. Sanders, who was later John P. Colton said he would , W. Scarlett, while driving a
the window.
with murder, said Mr. hear testimony relative to the white civil rights worker into
But police arrested Fred Tay- charged
her by the neck only two charges on the docket. Memphis for a weekend visit.
grabbed
Yates
and
St.
Lowell
2060
lor, 42, of
with the William Springfield was fin- MUFFLER HEARD
charged him with assault to and she stabbed him
in the left side of the ed for driving in the city of Patrolman Jones said he and
Although the Memphis Hous- the main floor of the MIIA of
murder in the shooting of Miss knife
Memphis with a defective muf- his partner were delving in an
Corrine W. Malone of 2156 chest.
Authority denied that it lice t 700 Adams St.
ing
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have
to
fler
failure
and
were
they
when
Ethlyn a short time after the Carried to John Gaston hos- license plate illuminated. He unmarked car
against Ne- A native of Union City, Tenn.
discriminating
was
pital, Mr. Yates was pronounshe has lived in Memphis to
NASIIVILLE — The president effective measures are taken to incident occurred.
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a house at 1500 S.
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explosions are likely to occur strike at the cause but at the in which she was standing, St., was gunned down by Elness college.
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in the large cities of the North symptons of the situation — the striking her in the back of the bert Fondran of 386 Hernando,
Another change, effective or
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Sept. 1, was the dismissal of 11
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Mrs. Crenshaw complained to house painters from MHA Rite,
toes are, and where the "in- moral breakdowns.
TO HOUSE
the NAACP that discrimination having employed only whit,
creasing armies" of unemploy- Dr. Wright said that In his RAN
Mr. Tayarrested,
first
When
was beine practiced in MHA, painters for the past 27 years
ed Negro youth live.
opinion in a few years there
lor contended that he was at a
of which Walter Simmons is ex- The Memphis Housing Au
"Keep your eyes on the Har- will be a few substantive differ- cafe at 1664 Castalia St. at the
ecutive director, and a tram thority had only employe:
lems of New York, Chicago, ences between the North and time, but police confronted him
was sent here from Atlanta to painters who belonged to th•
Detroit and Philadelphia," Dr. the South. He said this will be with evidence proving that he
make an investigation.
Stephen J. Wright a dvise d, due to population shifts of Neunion, and since Negroes weri
to
over
ran
had left the cafe,
"where the unemployment rate groes toward the great cities,
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the investigation would be con- union, they were automatical
and then rushed back to estabWO there will be a number of 'long who survive the reapportionfined only to the charge that by excluded.
A 26 - year - old employe of
alibi.
hot summers' because the in- ments, plus the rising political lish an
an elderly Negro couple had Mr. Simmons has explaine,
Pepsi-Cola Bottling company
According to Homicide Insp.
gredients that make them long consciousness of Negroes.
been refused lodgings in the that all future painting job
died in a blaze which destroyand hot are there waiting for He added that he could spe- E. C. Swann, Mr. Taylor ad- ed three-fourths of a house at
all-white Lauderdale Courts will be done by contract, an:
cifically predict "that with the mitted he fired the shot, and 1239 Firestone St. early Sunany spark to set them off."
project, and Mr. Simmons at- that "I think that all our paint
Dr. Wright's remarks came new voting bill signed into law, explained that the victim had day morning before the blaze
tempted to get the persons in- ers can get jobs with contract
in an address delivered at a this will be the Honorable jilted him one week earlier for was brought under control.
volved to sign papers refuting ors."
banquet concluding the 16th an- George C. Wallace's last term another man.
The victim was identified as
the charge that they wanted to A third change at MIIA wil
Alabama.
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to
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Miss Malone
Lavester Lewis, who lived at
nual Infrared Spectroscopy Inlive in the area so that they be the use of caterers to wai
PROBLEMS REMAIN
any explanation for the shoot- that address.
stitute last week at Fisk.
would be close to the hospital. on members of board the Mem
Calling for "immediate, sin- ing, and was carried to John The fire was discovered by
Co-directors of the institute cere efforts to improve the emSince the NAACP filed its phis Housing Authority durin:
concritical
in
hospital
Gaston
Miss Nabilene Lipscomb of 12Were Dr. Nelson Fuson, Fisk ployment opportunities of Necomplaint on July 15 against their meals at the regula,
•
45 Firestone, who put in the
professor of physics; Dr. James groes," he stressed that "there ditim
MIIA, the organization has em- monthly board meetings.
COMPLAIN TO ARMOUR—After Judge John P. Colton in.
Lawson, Fisk professor of is no hope for equal employ- A 50-year-old man was fatally alarm.
a Negro to interview The members had been sit
ployed
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on
brought
death
to
was
slabbed
After
blaze
the
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university
J on e S. Vanderbilt
Springfield in City Court on Monday afternoon, he and Miss authority projects.
pared by "volunteer" workers
educational opportunity."
the stomach that afternoon in body was found on the ashes of
professor of physics.
Eleanor Doyle sought an audience with Commissioner Claude INTERVIEWER ADDED
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The educator said the Negro
that
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other
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occurred'
two
MAKE PREDICTIONS
Armour to complain about harassment from officers they
wants now "every opportunity,
Added to the staff was Miss who cooked them, and two Ne
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Department
Fire
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weekend.
the
over
The Fisk president said
this every privilege, every responsaid they received because M. Springfield was driving her
Jeanette Counts, of 1064 Nep- gmo porters, who donned whit,
ducting an investigation on the
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"these Harlems" will stay
tune St. Miss Counts works on I coats to serve the officials.
to Memphis from Somerville.
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Jilted Boy Friend Rights Workers Fail
Fires In Window To Air Grievances

Big Changes Noted
At Memphis Housing

•
More Racial Uprisings
redicted In bhettoes

Young Man,26,
Dies During
Sunday Blaze

•

Artist And Models Holiday Celebration.....September 3, 1965
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one of the officers had tried to
question Miss Eleanor Doyle,
the passenger in the car, but
that she would not give them
any answers.
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Coke Opens
Cap Contest

Continued From Page 1

Continued From Page 1
attracted to the vehicle driven
after the two argued about a Ington High
rememberby Mr. Springfield with its loud
The long association between
fight in which they were involv- ed Walter Smith as a
member
muffler.
Coca-Cola Bottlers and athletics
ed
Friday night in a cafe. of his history class, "his modHe said that after he noticed
will be even closer here this
Mr. Funch on reportedly told esty and the ease at
Which he
that Mr Springfield was from
Fall beginning September 6,
Mr. Washington that, "You carried himself."
out-of-town, he told him about
when
the Coca - Cola Bottling
didn't do me right last night,"
the violation, that he would
Company of Chicago and
and as he turned to walk away
have to go to the police staBears team up in a cap-oolleik.
pulled a .32 caliber revolver,
tion to put up a forfeit or re- The
Smith was "one of the stulog program that features ptc-:
Peace Corps Service or- shot the victim in the stomach
main in jail until his cases
dents we were proud to present
tures of Bear players
came up in traffic Court, and ganization of Memphis and and fled.
out of a class of about 500."
he caps on bottles of Coca Oleo ;
that the civil rights worker Shelby County met last Frichly GUN FOUND
He added, "He ranked in the
and Tab.
said that if that were the at the Memphis public libragy Mr. Fondran was taken into top 50 of his class,"
Special football caps starttlia—-I
oor
at Peabody and McLean, and custody at 378 Hernando St.
case he would go.
He continued his remarks
a
appearing on bottles of Con -Z
the
guest
speaker was Morgan hort time later. He still had Praising the patriotic
The officer said he called a
n late August. They are identlMarine,
lieutenant who was in charge Kousser of the U.S. Civil Eights the gun on him.
and said, "The song of his life
fied by a football on top. In
Mr. Washington is in John may be ended, but the melody
of his shift and when his su- Commission's Memphis office.
addition to the fun of saving
perior Lt. Adrian L. Taylor, Mr. Kousser spoke on the top- Gaston hospital in critical con- of it will linger on."
and swapping around to corn"..
came to the scene, he had the ic, "The Civil Rights Movement dition.
plete sets of caps, the bottlin
The choir's singing of "Americar taken to the city lot where
The death of Mr. Yates took ca" reminded Mr. Williams
company is offering attracti
it was found that the license
this year's homicide rate for that "This gives us a right to
football-oriented prizes to peb-esse
plate light was not working. . Know Your Negro History the city up to 34, which is 10 say, I too sing 'America'. "
ple turning in collections iknZ4t
Both Patrolman Scarlett and In 1950, nearly 70
saver sheets available
more
murders
than had been Only the greatest of praise
per cent
Lt. Taylor testified during the of nonwhite families
Coke is sold.
lived in committed for the same period was given the young easy gocase, and Lt. Taylor said that delapidated dwellings
Frank Spear s, Executive',
in 1964.
ing Marine who dreamed of
.
11°
Vice President of the Chicago
some day getting a better edubottling firm, pointed out that :
cation and becoming a philosoStarts Sat. Sept. 4
the football caps will be cirpher and as his sister Miss Alculated on bottles of Coca-Cola
ma Smith, a Rust College senOne Big Week
througho
ut the country during,
ior, said in an earlier inter1
he season. "We will feature.
view, "If he went
Bears
and
NFL All-Stars under
sibility and every obligation it would be Tennessee State,
WWII ORM
NEW AIR FORCE OFFICERS
ur caps," he said.
that would be his if color made where many of his classmates
Major Richard D. Santure (left), professor
absolutely no difference in have gone and have told him
to right), and James S. Peele, Williamston,
of aerospace science and commandment of
America."
about
N. C., navigator and agricultural econoTACOMA, Wash. — (UPI) —
the Air Force ROTC detachment at A&T
Dr. Wright said since
mics; Oliver Graham, III, Aurora, N. C., Eighteen youths from Wilson,
1960, the major change has oc- Rev. o. C. Collins
and I know
College,
congratul
ates four new officers
mathematics; Charles E. Cherry, Ports- Stadium and Bellarmine High
the
curred in desegregation of most eulogy and spoke of his watch- for the Air Force who
were commissioned
mouth, Va., navigator and mechanical en- Schools claimed a softball marapublic school facilities of the ing Smith grow in Sunday
thon record of 40 hours, eight
as second lieutenants following graduation
gineering, and Mick Rhodes, Jr., Rigehvoo
South.
d, 1minutes. The score
School, and said, "Walter Smith at the college.
was 276The new officers (from left
N. C. agricultural economics.
"But all of the other prob- was a baptised believer
...JOHN IRELAND • LEIF ERICKSON • A UNIVERS1
270
in 283 innings.
in
I.Nn'RE — lems, discrimination
Christ, and he that believeth
and the
shall be saved."
PLUS
add- Adding words of comfort to
ed.
Romance and Racing are in their
the family, who had not seen
the victim since October, 1964,
BEER CAN EXTINGUISHER Rev. Collins said,
DARREN, PAMELA TIFFIN in
"You have
You can use a beer can
our prayers and our sincere It may be allergic rhinitis fever to a suffering 10% of the
fire extinguisher. Shake warm sympathy. We feel
"THE LIVELY SET"
along with (allergic reaction) or pollinosis Chicago and suburban popula-'
can and punch. Foam really you that we've suffered
to the medical profession, but tton.
dampens a blaze.
it's plain, old-fashioned hay
To these sniffling, sneezing,
red-eyed sufferers, September
Song carries unhappy memories, and the first frost can't
come fast enough: Hay fever
is a young adult disease, and
for 60% of its victims, time is
the great healer.
By JOHN CORLEW
I Negro neighborhoods at night.
The other 30% unhappily disNATCHEZ
, Miss. — (UPI)— , We're going to protect ourcover that their hay fever has
Angry young Negroes hurled selves.''
been replaced by asthma.
Authorities have refused te""
rotten tomatoes at cars of
The greatest help available passing whites
in this tense comment on the amount of
to the hay fever patient are waterfront town
in the bomb,
where
desensitizing injections, b u t gro leadwr was injured a Ne- was so powerful it blew whiek
parts
Friday
these injections must be start- by a bomb planted in his car. of Metcalfes car 200 feet
ed three months prior to hay
damaged
four
other
The Negro youths were apcars
fever season in order to
parently unmollified by city parked nearby.
suffering.
Metcalf has been in the foreofficials' switf action in formFor those young adults who ing a biracial committee, long front of virtually every intehaven't had "hay fever shots," sought by civil rights leaders gration drive in this Mississippi
the Tuberculosis Institute of In this Ku Klux Klan strong- River town, regarded as a Ku
Klux Klan stronghold.
Chicago and Cook County of- hold.
fers these tips for the remainEight Negro leaders met for
But a priest said that the
der of the high pollen season. meeting between Negro leaders about two hours with Mayor
John
Nosser and the City Board
and
city officials earlier SatSince hay fever is simply an
allergy to pollen or dust, the urday was "the reason we of Aldermen. They presented a
list of 12 grievances on which
less pollen in the air, the more have peace today."
FBI experts set up floodlights they wanted action.
comfortable the hay fever sufNasser announced the city
ferer can be. In the home or In a warehouse where the
office, air conditioners with fil- mangled car of local NAACP would take immediate action tration, or an electrostatic air President George Metcalfe was on seven of them, and said the
purifier, can make it easier for stored, and began going through others "require further discusthe wreckage piece by piece. sion."
the hay fever patient.
Metcalfe was reported in good
The group set up a permacondition at a local hospital, nent biracial committee and
‘111191.1NOMBIIMIIMIII
suffering a brokeh arm, broken set another meeting for Wedankle and multiple cuts from nesday night. The Rev. William.
the blast.
J. Morrisey, priest at the Hol)1.",;.-.
It ripped through his car out- Family Catholic Church antrist
side the Armstrong Tire and vice president of the local
-lee
Rubber Co. plant, where he has NAACP branch, said the bombworked for the past 20 years. ing had caused a "great dear.
Nearly TOO Negroes gathered of tension and bitterness" ire"143
outside the NAACP headquar- the Negro community.
ters for a mass rally featuring
"The fact that this meeting
state NAACP Chief Charles is taking place is the
Evers, whose brother Medgar have peace today," reason we
he said.
was slain by a sniper two years Negroes, he said,
have bees,
ago.
pressing for a biracial commit-,
Youths stood on the street tee for years.
outside the building and pelted
Mayor Nosser
cars containing whites with mediate action promised imon demands
rotten tomatoes and squath,
that: Police brutality be endThey jeered and laughed ed; that Negroes
be placed
when a local Negro leader, the on the police
force and in
Rev. Shed Balowin, shouted patrol cars;
that
113 Reda. Radio, Seater
"You young people don't inter- "equal employme there be
nt opportufere with the cars. You've got nity;" that the
city
honest people on both sides. ening to withhold stop threatSocial Secur-,,
It's wrong to take it out on ity or welfare
to Persons ineverybody.
? dr. hardtop. V.14. sato.
volved in civil rights work;
•
hltenalla, 1 one,.
"Evers urged them to cease that police escorts
be provided
and eventually they did. "We for Negro
funeral processions;
dont' intend to start violence," that public
services be made
said Evers in a sharp warning equal for whites
coronet 410 !.dr hardtop
to the Klan, "But we're going and that housing and Negroes
't .0. RAH. p,,,, brake.,
standards be
•tMlriffit,
to react to it.
auto. Umatillaprescribed in city codes so
...
'1 want to say this to
landlordswould have to
Ku Klux Klan — stay out of that
make needed repairs.
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THIS
WEEK'S
SURE
SELLERS
LOW
EASY
TERMS!

'64 VW . $1395

'65 Impala $2695

'65 Dodge $2595

the.

'63 Ghia . $1395
? tone. radio and
Whitewalls.

heater.

'61 Falcon .$895
Della.. 4-4.. Sedm. RS R.
solo. trent.

'63 Chev. $1995
bn

We can wrap it up
in seven words,
"Seagram's 7Crown
is The Sure One".

paio Sports Coop, R,.
410,.
alitomatic. Al,.

'65 Ford..$2695
Galaxlia convertible V.A.
armor %rake.. tat...ring,
automatic tranunIsalos.

NEW HIGH-ENERGY ESSO EXTRA GASOLINE BOOSTS POWER THREE WAYS!

'61 Ford ..$995

You'll get more pleasure out of driving with
Ease Extra. It works three ways to give you
livelier performance:
Cleaning Power; New Esso Extra gasoline
II helps keep the vital ports of your engine

'59 Chet. .$895

1

clean to maintain top power and mileage. 2 Octane Power! New Ease
Extra has the
high octane many yrs now need for full
RI Firing Power! New Ease Extra neutralizes
& harmful cylinder and spark plug deposits performance and smooth acceleration.
to help protect your engine against misfiring
The
gets you off to a roaring start—
—actually restores lost power to many cars. at any Tiger
of 30,000 stations from coast to coast.
Happy Motoring,!

HUMBLE
OIL 4 REPINING COMPANY

... AMERICA S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY
.

1

4-door,

5-8.

aromad %Mon or a gibs
paw., and factory hr. 1%5,
auto. tram,

'59 Buick ..$11115
Lofts bra 4. dr.
on... brakes •
Netarry air.

hardtop,
steering,

MAKERS OF ESSO PRODUCTS

3234 Hoy. at Moab
OVIelln.. If,•0t•,...44
•

..... 'Oft

4S1110,61.14
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3104-1239
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Lila Ann Abron

LeMoyne Alumni
To Meet Sunday

His father, Roderick P. Diggs,1 Corresponding secretary —
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
Miss Hazel J. Glover, junior, will conduct its first mebting
Sr., is a science instructor
Park.
Hamilton High School, and his:2545
of the new college year at 5
mother, Mrs. Mary E. Diggs, Treasurer — Myron L. Low- P.M. this Sunday, Sept. 5, on
is a first grade teacher at ery, sophomore, 730 Walker.
campus in the Brownlee Hall
Parliamentarians — Clarence faculty lounge, according to ElGrant Elementary School.
Christian, sophomore, 168 Bluff mer L. Henderson, the newly
OTHER OFFICERS
Miss Gloria V. elected president.
First vice president of Le- Road, and
Two projects to be discussed
Smith, junior, 962 Driver.
Moyne's new student council
Chaplain — Miss Nealey Wil- will be an alumni play in Nosenior
a
Abron,
Ann
Miss Lilia
vember and a varsity basketliams, senior, 858 Hamilton.
of 348 Faye Avenue. Her
Business manager — Robert ball game between LeMoyne
on the
father, Ernest B. Abron, is as- Miller, sophomore, 855 Le- and Southern University
of Jan. 1.
night
Mall.
Moyne
Melrose
of
()dant principal
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In Your Hand
To Pay Those Old Bills - Make the Necessary Repairs
on your home and have ONE low Monthly Note
CALL or WRITE TODAY!
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zips out ease

LANETTE RD.
AT DAGGETT

ALUM! CRAFT
525-5691

at a touch —
into 80-cub•
some. InClUdie
two 20-cub.
Ice trays.
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Thriftiest
Frost-Proof FRIGIDAIRE
Refrigerator!
-Proof
Frigidaire 100% Frost
forever!
• Advanced
defrosting
messY
system ends
or
in refrigerator
Frost never forms
freezer!
zero zone top
size
106-1b.
big
keeps fruits
-width Hydrator
• Giant full
fresh.
dewy
and vegetables
deep shelf for
storage door has
RI:Wry
cans!.
•
juice
46-01.
tall bottles, big

$299"

aWti
..41,11,4
41

REQUIRED
NO TRADE
Coifs from Liss

•un
Model FM 1 MI

1 cu. ft.(N(PA
Ns Payment. 12colors
or white
3

Trade
With Operating

standard)

Washes and
soaks to
beat the band!

SIB Nev.

II C VW OP a sibs a.ea,
VP UN NW

NEW
PATENTED
leracoACT/tIf
14/7Alatt

ECONOMICAL,
MULTI-ROOM COOLING

What happens when movie actors and actresses go off to
exotic locations, to make love
for the camera? Do they become attracted to each other
because of the nature of their
Work, or possibly because they
are far from their homcs and
families? Read about the marriages wrecked on movie sets!

Also in the September
• Civil Rights And Educetrrn • •

ISW CROY On TV • Georgia
"New Look" For 1966 • 010,•
Singers Fatah Eldx Office
Oa your newsstand. or send SO, to:
WO S MICHIGAN
CHICAGO Ill 60616

EBONY

111
121,

ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER!

HOW MOVIES
BREAK UP
MARRIAGES

interracial marriage is a commonly accepted way of 'life in Brazil. This is remarkable in a country that had 5 times
as many slaves as the U.S. And Brazil
teas never lynched a Negro, suffered a
race riot, had a sit ro protest or freedom
March. What makes it work in Prat?

%VIP

FRIGIDAIRE

Get your exciting
Sept. issue!

2Z///

191 So. Wellington

k

FRIGIDAIRE Golden 50
Anniversary Special!

NO
MONEY
DOWN

riOeh/b:2
a
.//
Pae/C9

discoritrl

I.

Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

111,11
trfia, V
MOM

%nor Cies111

Owner, Mrs Louise Green

Call or Come In Today.

with our

• Big 11,500 BTU/hr(NEMA)capacity
• Operates on 115 volts, 12 amps.

Modal V79•41
with Arte•afie
Stu Cwt.

• Magnetic front panel
lifts off for access to filter

World's first
JET ACTION WASHER
by FRIGIDAIRE!

Efficient 4-way air distribution
NO PAYMENTS 'TIC APRIL '6
Why Worry? Let Us

IS IT TRUE
ABOUT TWINS?
Are twins alike in their persoalities as well as their looks? Do
twins get along well? Do they
have similar tastes, similar
friends? Read Sept. EBONY!

Wit' 1101111'
ill III
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ICE EJECTOR KIT

Funeral services for Mrs. During the eulogy, Bishop
Roderick P. Diggs, Jr., of High School, and her mother, Lucy Mae Smith Browning, Bunton recalled that he and
soa
is
Abron,
W.
Bernice
1014 Woodlawn, will serve as Mrs.
were held last Saturday morn- Rev. D. S. Cunningham, the
president of the student coun- cial studies instructor at Man- ing at the Mt. Pisgah CME present pastor of the church,
School.
High
assas
cil at LeMoyne College during
church, with Bishop Henry C. had officiated several years
the,, 1965-66 school year. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Diggs Sr. and Bunton of Washington, D.C., de- ago when Mrs. Browning begradare
Abron
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Diggs is a junior.
came the wife of Rev. Brownlivering the eulogy.
He was president of his fresh- uates of LeMoyne.
at E. H. ing.
died
Browning
officers
Mrs.
council
student
Other
classes
sophomore
man and
Crump Memorial hospital on Also participating. on the funat 'LeMoyne and is just back for the new' years are:
Law- Tuesday, Aug. 24, following a eral program were Rev. T. R.
—
president
vice
Second
where
University
Harvard
from
Davis, who gave the prayer;
he attended summer school on rence W. Garret, senior, 738 lengthy illness.
A member of the faculty of Rev. DeWitt T. Alcorn, who
Neptune.
a special scholarship.
Recording secretary — Miss the Florida Elementary school, read first scripture; Rev. C. W.
During the regular college
the wife of Allen, who read second scripyear, he is a weekend disc, Cathelia Barr, senior, 868 Mrs. Browning was
Rev. D. Warner Browning, for- ture, Mrs. Callie Stevens, prininclicy for radio Ftal ion WIMA.1 Walker.
mer pastor of Mt. Pisgah CME cipal of Florida Street' School,
and Rev. Cunningham, who
church in Greenville, S.C.
Mrs. Browning was a mem- gave remarks. and Mrs. Hatber of the church's Sunday tie Swearengen, who rendered
School, the Isaac Lane Circle, a solo.
Mrs. Browning is survived by
the CME Minister's Wives Alliance and was for three years one daughter, Mrs. Jean Bum financial secretary of the Inter- pus, and a son, Rudolph Smith.
denominational Minister s' Active pallbearers were RuWives Council of Memphis and fus Bowling, Sam Nolan. Clarence Seiferth, Ermon Morris,
Shelby County.
Herbert Robinson and William
LeMOYNE GRADUATE
She was a graduate of Le- Taylor.
Moyne college and had been a Interment was in the Galilee
teacher in the Memphis City Memorial cemetery. Victory
School system at the time of Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements.
her passing.

RAerick Diggs, Jr.

ting

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Ggis FREE

crones Jesse Butler, Miss Minnie M. Anderson, Miss Rose
n
Coolness, bandmaster Emerson Able, Jr., Congressma
Grider, Mrs. Grider, their son, Wilson Northcross Grider
and Cornelius Tunstall, junior Elk representative, of Ilamilton high school.

Diggs To Lead Student Bishop Gives Eulogy
Auncil At LeMoyne For Minister's Wife
night.
oily-

NEWSBOYS

AVAILABLE IN COLORS
NO EXTRA CHARGES

Alai. ail&
MANASSAS BAND IN CAPITAL — Congressman George
Grider and his family welcomed the Manassas High school
band to Washington where they gave a concert on the steps
°Lae United States Capitol during a stop en route to Philadelphia where they took first prize among marching bands.
Seen standing on steps in front of band, from left, are chap-

ALL

cat
The third ''Light the way for, In addition to keeping
employees will again
on,
lights
of
campaign
Highway Safety"
be asked to observe five com1965 18 scheduled to begin Fri- mon sense rules of the road
ll.. day afternoon, September 3. which are:
r tor more than 7,000 Southern
Do not exceed the posted
Bell employees throughout Ten- speed limit.
nessee.
Drive according to weather
As employees leave work for conditions.
the Labor Day holiday week-1
Yield the right-of-way even
end, they will turn on their car
dead
lights and keep them on whilel though the other fellow is
dead right.
driving until 8 A.M. Tuesday, wrong ... Don't be
September 7. This will serve: If you drink, don't drive. Gasas a reminder to the driver and 1 oline and alcohol don't mix.
to on-coming drivers to drivel
Give pedestrians a break.
safely.
The "Light the Way for HighThe 1965 campaign marks the way Safety" campaign has
third year that Southern Bell been endorsed • by industrial
employees have joined forces firms and trucking lines across
in all out effort to surb traffic the state and is supported by
deaths and injuries in Tennes- major companies, civic clubs
see.
and the Tennessee Department
of Safety.
THE FIVE RULE'S

start/MI.,
Coki

PI) —
Vilson,
High
mareeight
s 276-

CALLING

I 'Southern Bell Workers To
tight The Way For Safety'

Do You, Electrical Wiring Properly. Install
You. A;f Conditioner, Sell You the Proper
A, Conditioner You Need—and Combine All On On• Eety•
to•Pay C,,entr•ct MI
GuyonAbout
f•• d Reed
Cogosefy!
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•Jet currents give all
your
wash Deep Action cleaning(
• Jet-Away lint
removal, rfo
lint traps.

• Jar sirnM• design
for top
dependability!
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Gospel Singer Finds
Television Sponsor

By REV. C. J. GASTON

112IATU

Alabama Official Denies
Police Involved In Ambush

VERSE OF THE WEEK
Another milestone in the fab- Memphis cosmetic firm, which
His Lord said unto him, Well done, good and faithful serulous career of world famous will sponsor the show. It will
Mayor
vant; thou has been faithful over a few things, I will make
Edwards seconded
gospel singer Cleophus Robin- mark the first time that a Ne- F 0 R T DEPOSIT, Ala. — was he who recommended the
thee ruler over many things, enter thou into the joy of thy
son will be reached next Sun- gro church has had sponsorship (UPI) — City Attorney William demonstrators be set free. He Hamilton's comments.
Lord. (Matt. 25:23)
day when his St. Louis-pro- of a program on television.
Hamilton labeled as "ridicu- said he feared the city would "There is absolutely no
grammed television show be- For the past six
This scripture teaches us that the way to greater things is
lous" charges that police con- find itself in violation of the' in this (charge)," he said.
months,
Rev.
gins showing in three other
first to be faithful over the things that sometimes seem small
Robinson has appeared each spired in the fatal shooting last Civil Rights Act if it continued
states with options in two Sunday morning
and not of much consequence to us. A person cannot take care
over a St. week of a New Hamsphire to hold the group.
others.
Louis television in a 15.minute seminarian and the wounding
of the little things certainly is not trust-worthy of the big
"I don't understand all of the
was
This
disclosed
this
week
telecast, which has also featur- of a Chicago Roman Catholic
things.
act but I didn't want us to run
REVIVAL SPEAKER — Rev. by the renowned gospel singer ed the 100-voi
PASTOR IN HOSPITAL
ce choir from priest.
afoul of it. The Mayor (0. 0.
R. C. George, Sr., pastor of the who signed contracts with a Bethlehem Baptist
church and The two civil rights workers, Edwards) called me . . . and
Rev. J. L. Netters, prominent pastor of the Mount Ver- Beecham Chapel CME Church
a sermonette by Rev. Robinson. Jonathan M.
non Baptist church of this city, recently took ill and was con- at Hernando, Miss., will be the
Daniels, 26, of asked me what to do. I called
MEMPHIS OPTION
Keene, N.H., and the Rev. him back the next day and he
fined to E. H. Crump Hospital. At this writing he is somewhat evangelist for a revival service
Under
the
terms
Richard
of
Morrisroe,
the
new
improved and can receive visitors, This column is wishing for to be conducted at the Pillow
26, were came to my office. I advised
contract, the cities of Dallas, felled by shotgun blasts when him to let them out. . .," Hamhim a speedy recovery and early return to his pulpit.
St. CME Church on Sunday,
Fort Worth, New Orleans and they went to a country store in ilton said.
Sept. 6, and the public is inREVIVAL GOING ON
Charlotte, N. C., have been nearby Hayneville in the com- The group
was freed after
A revival and soul-saving meeting is now in session at the vited. The evangelist's son,
chosen as prime areas for the pany of Negroes. Morrisroe is signing
bond papers stating
historic First Baptist Church on Beale Street. The meeting is Rev. R. C. George, Jr., is pas.'
airing of the show, with options recovering in a Montgomery they
church.
tor
the
of
were being freed on their
being held out of doors on the recently paved parking lot of the
for televising it in Atlanta and hospital.
own recognizance.
church.
Memphis, as soon as television In recent days
Mail In Your Newt
several of the Hamilton said the same day
According to an announcement from Mrs. J. A. Jordan,
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Some time is available.
Negroes who were with Daniels he recommended the demonwife of the pastor of the church, several men who frequent
Stories To YU
A
gifted
and
singer
and
Morrisroe
widely.
have held news strators be set free he received
40 players, including 11 letterBeale Street have professed a hope in Christ.
known gospel recording artist, conferences
in
Cambridge, copies of a petition to transfer
men,
are
expected
to
report
to
Rev. T. E. Johnson of Lake Placid, Fla., is the evangelist
Rev. Robinson has been singing Mass., and New York City and the cases
to Federal Court in
Coach Tillman Sease September since age four when he
and Rev. J. A. Jordan is the pastor of the church.
startled charged that Hayneville author. Montgomery. Ile said the paDIAL-A-PRAYER
1, when Howard University be- his parents one night in their ities had a hand in planning the pers
were signed by Peter Hall,
Ills now possible to dial a prayer at two of the Churches of
gins pre-season drills for its home in Canton, Miss., when he shooting.
an attorney for the Legal Deburst into song with "Who Will The Negroes
God /n Christ. Bishop J. 0. Patterson of the Pentecostal Tem72nd year of varsity football.
based their fense Fund of the National AsBe Able to Stand?"
ple Church is offering this service to all who dial 526-7507.
charge on the fact that they, sociation for the Advancement
236 South Wellington
Dr. Peter G. Crawford will The Bisons will work out twice He has
Rev. Gilbert Patterson of the Holy Temple Church invites
composed some 30-odd Daniels and Morrisroe — all of of Colored People.
return to his pulpit at Avery daily in preparation for the sea- gospel tunes
Post Office lox 311 ,
and recorded more Whom had been in Jail for stag. The idea there could be
the public to dial 946-9963. This service is new in Memphis and
some
Chapel AME church next Sun- son opener, a Central Intercol- than a
score of single records ing civil rights protests in Fort sort of a conspiracy
should be very helpful to those who desire it.
is
ridicuday for the first time in six
We
will be happy tek,
and a half-dozen albums. His Deposit — were suddenly re- lous,"
said Htimilton.
weeks, and he is scheduled to legiate Association contest with latest
recording, "Elijah Rock," leased although they never post.
publish it for you
preach on the topic, "Angels St. Paul's September 25 in How. is
"My
Lord,
no
one
had
any
currently enjoying huge sales ed the $100 bonds demanded of
"Free" Of Any '.
Around My Bed."
idea anything like this would
ard Stadium.
and a big play on religious ra- them.
have happened. We just wanted
"This is the experience I had The Virginians will be the dio shows.
charges.
Hamilton
explained that it to get them out of jail."
recently while in the hospital,
first of eight opponents for the
and has given me a new concept in the manner in which Bisons this year. Other C1AA
God reveals Himself to us," he opponents on the 190 schedule
Funeral services for Mr. Deacon Board and the No. 1 said.
Include Virginia State, Dela.
Alexander Davis, Sr., a resident Usher Board.
Dr. Crawford is recovering ware
State, Hampton (Va.) In-1
of the White Station communi- Music for the funeral was from a serious neural surgery
ty for the past 11 years, were sung by the choir and soloists operation which he underwent stitute, and Livingstone of Sails.
held on Sunday, August 22, at James Moton and Eddie Harris. at St. Joseph's hospital on July bury, N.C. Non - conference
games are scheduled with West
the New Philadelphia Baptist Mr. Davis is survived by his 12.
church with the pastor, Rev. B. wife, Mrs. Rebecca Fisher Dav- Convalescing at Pensacola, Virginia State, Fisk of NashT. Dumas, delivering the eulo- is; a daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Fla., he said he has been fish- ville, and Morehouse of Atlanta.
Jamerson; four sons, Alexander ing and swimming while there, Four backs are among the
gy.
Mr. Davis, who lived at 4905 Davis, Jr., Albert Davis, Lee and will return to Memphis lettermen who will be on hand
William Arnold rd., had been Andrew Davis, and Sgt. Leroy with enough fish to treat his Wednesday. They include halfin failing health since 1961, and Davis of the U. S. Army, six congregation to a sea food din- backs Preston Blackwell and
died at John Gaston hospital grandchildren, and other rela- ner.
Edward Pinkard and fullbacks
on Monday Aug 16. He had just tives.
Dr. Crawford's wife and mo- ,Wayne Davis and Bill Hughey.
undergone surgery.
Pallbearers included Edward ther were with him in Pensa- Davis and Hughey are WashingA native of Rower. Ark., McKinney
Marcellus Moore cola while he regained his tonians, Blackwell is from Vienwhere he was born on April 21, Leonard Robinson, Walter Lee strength.
na, Va., and Pinkard is from
1908, Mr. Davis joined the Jamerson. Jack Cole and Willie
Birmingham, Ala.
church at an early age at Walls, Bell
•
•
The returning linemen who
Miss., under the pastorate of Burial was in the New Galiearned their letters last year
Rev. J .W. Winn.
lee Memorial cemetery. Victory
include ends Zellie Dow (200,
Giving remarks at the funer- Funeral Home was in charge of
Buffalo, N.Y.), Bob Mance (175,
al were representatives of the arrangements.
Washington, D.C.) Harold Orr
(200, Richmond, Calif.), and
Dwight Pettit (170, Aberdeen,
Md.); tackles Harold Dobbins
1(195,
Blackburg, Va.) and Steve
relations disturbances can be
found in the practical use of the McGruder (200, Bristol, Penn.);
admonitions as found in The and guard Johnny Butler (210,
WASHINGTON — (U P I) —1 They now total about 55,000. Bible, so says the Chicago Bib- Macon, Ga.),
Southern Negroes are marchingh totals and nor,p.t.Vg .r. le Society in offering free copies The 1965 Howard football
en masse down the path to,
of the Gospel of Mark for dis- schedule follows.
the polls cleared for them by 107,237 and 21.3 in Alabama, tribution in disturbed areas of September 25, St. Paul's, Washt and 179,000 and 33.2 in Louisithe 1965 Voting Rights law.
ington, D.C.; October 2. VirginChicago.
An analysis of figures made ana.
Dr. Melvin E. Soltau, execu- ia State, Petersburg, Va.; Oc.
public by the Justice Depart- Mississippi's dramatic 93 per live secretary, of the Chicago tober 9, Delaware State, Dover
ment shows that Negro voter cent increase in Negro registra- Bible Society, said that
there Del.; October 16, West Virginregistration in Mississippi, Ala-j lion this summer is attributed are 1,100.000 copies of the
Gos- ia State, Washington, D.C.; Ocbama and Louisiana has shot not only to the new law and pel of Mark in
small pamphlet tober 23, Fisk, Nashville, Tenn.;
the
state's
change
in require- form
up by at least 19.4 per cent.
ready for a "Neighbor to October 30, Hampton, Washingduring the past several weeks. ments, but also to heavy aid Neighbor"
distribution to every ton, D.C.; November 6 LivingThe increase included 50,000 sustained voter activity in the
home in Chicago on Sept. 19 as stone, Salisbury, N.C.; NovemNegroes who have registered state by civil rights oi((anise.
a highlight of its 125th anniver- ber 13, Morehouse, Washington,
Justice
since the law was enacted Aug. tions an d the J
ti
Depart•
D.C.
sarY.
6 and 6,000 Inho have register. nient•
ed the previous month in The increase has amounted "But," says Dr. Soltau, The Howard coach, who is
Mississippi after the state etas- to 15 per cent in Louisiana and "there is a definite need for a beginning his fourth year at the
greater use and more intensive Washington school, is expected
ed its requirements in anticipa- 9 per cent in Alabama,
lion of the law.
Numerically, Negro registra- study of The Bible today than to place freshmen in some of
Though Negroes are still out- lion in the three states has ris- ever before.
the starting positions.
numbered 7-1 by whites on the en from 286,000 to at least 341,voting rolls in the three deep "•
South states, they have made a As of Tuesday. the 13
coun•
spectacular start toward de- ties where federal voting
S
-"ex.
* .hgon.
drn dila:ha:1
:
veloping their potential political aminers" have begun
opera
mill
strength.
tion have added an average of ,
In Mississippi, the percent- 2,000 Negro voters
each while
each time you buy 2 half-gaflons of
age of adult Negroes register- the other 200 counties
in the
ed rose from 6.4 to 12.3 per three states averaged
about
It 111
cent.
1140 each.
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Final Rites Held For
Alexander Davis, Sr.

Congratulations...
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March To Voting Booth
Is Latest Southern Trek
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
te,‘
and Accessories

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 IVIONROE SUITS 176
527-5508
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PLAY T.V. BINGO

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

s
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

every week day
on Channel 13 WHBQ-TV
11:30 'til 12 noon.
14111S0494OS540.114,194fit4r4lo

a
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GET YOUR FREE
T.V. BINGO CARDS
AT BIG STAR!

Memphis, Ti,
"YOUR Company /oilskin Whet Yee Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
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Ala. A&M To U.S. Justice Dept.
Open Sept. 13 Asks Wider Scope
In La. Klan Suit

That Septeniber opening date
for the Alabama A. and M. BullORLEANS — (UPI) —
dogs at Normal may seem a NEW
W.
long way off to the average U.S. Dist. dodge Herbert
scheduled
Bulldog supporter but to Coach Christenberry
Louis Crews and his assistants a hearing on a justice depa, •
It's lurking around the corner. ment request to broaden the
The fact that the Bulldogs scope of a suit demanding more
one 1964 defeat (a 7-6 squeak- rigid control of the Ku Klux
er) came at the hands of the
a.
Tuskegee Institute Golden Ti- Klan in Louisian
gers, their September 18 oppo- The justice department filed
nents, isn't the only cause for the suit last month, charging
the original Knights of the Ku
Bulldog coaches concern.
/
of haTwenty-two men who helped Klux Klan was guilty
intimidating civil
the Maroon Bulldogs to a re- rassing and
smut businessspect able 6-1-1 record last sea- 1 rights workers
. 'rhe hearing
son will not be available for then in Bogalusa department's
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Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!

CALL JA 6-8397.

SlEtCOYS
GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

Season
For Pottios

•

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

0

SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED

BOYS WANTED IN
NEW DOUGLAS AND
BINGHAMPTON AREAS

0% OFF
YES, 50% DISCOUNT ON ALL

AUTO GLASS
Installed in our Shop!

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Fill in order blank below or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397

BETTER BUY AT

RD
HE245IM
FO
0 SUMMER
THE MUSTANit
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

MEMPHIS'
EXCLUSIVE
DEALER FOR

MUSTANG,
GT 350
AND COBRA
NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trada•Ins Accepted

'64 Chevrolet
Ito oak. Super Sport Hardtop
Power .4.1.1 in, interior and cs
tenor leke neo
PrI

'"lrS 674.03

'64 Ford
lIne

1;0a0te SOO 4 door hardtop
Pone,I Ike 114,4

$60.25
'62 Oldsmobile
Loll power and air One oVorit,
(
II, a ton
81 pet ere.
.
Noie• $54

'63 Ford
XI Automatic Black And ,,h,,,5,4 interoa C/C.M1 111111
ININIP,

$59.86 •, „,..

'63 Chevrolet
4-door ,ral..re
Automatic

Radio and he.eter

649.46
'62 Ford

4,.th's

onserONe
like nets

N.-14

Introor

100

r"1" $44.1.5

'63 Ford
41C0r1 SIMI011 W.g011 4-door
Automatic Rather And he ale,
po nor
Notr;s

$39.51

'60 Oldsmobile
II 4-dnor sedan Radio and he,
, sfreI.ng
rr, odometer. Ono
'
and brakes 1.10,1 air
peg eno
Notes

$37.51

'61 Chevrolet
4-400r automalte
Notes

1.,'o,,

$34.20

'60 Studebaker
Mallon %own

Sloop a• I pen

""'• $20.92

PO BOY
SPECIALS
53 Cadillac ..
'57 Ford pickup
'515 Rambler 4.dr
Air coed
56 Cher 2•dr auto

5345
5365
5250
5465

NOTHING DOWN
WILL FINANCE

See the all
new GT 350
now on display.
Up to 36 months
On Above.
Short of cash? Why waif?
Charge, your down poy•
men*.
We Trade for
• Anything of Value

CLOSE OUT ALL
'65 MODELS
HIGH AS $1200
DISCOUNTS

Your name
Up to 36 Mos. on Above

A BIG PLUS!
^i WHEN YOU BUY FROM US!

QUALITY STAMPS
GIVEN ON ALL
AUTO GLASS and MIRRORS

et1
!midscouth
1852 S. Bellevue

Address

Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number
Mail the above to the Tri ,State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.

Phone 948.6624

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer
Phone 458.1151
*If You Qualify
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An Ill Advised Leader
Wisemen do not proffer council on matters about which they
have little or no adequate knowledge. Those who disregard this
simple judgement do so at the
risk of finding themselves embroiled knee-deep in difficulties. Such was the case when
the national President of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity sougle to
advise the local civil rights leaders during the fraternity's convention in Chicago.
Dr. Lionel H. Newsome was
ill-advised as to the circumstances and the logic actuating
the demonstrations in Chicago.
His admonition was so at variance with the facts that only
a handful of subservient politicians applauded him. The bulk
of the fraternity's membership
was busy making apologies.
They were embarrassed beyond
words.
Born and reared in the South
where he learned to kow-tow to
Negro haters, Dr. Newsome felt
called upon to use the office to
which he had been elected to
accommodate the segregationists, and prove that he was endowed with superior wisdom.
He tried to explain his position by stating that he was
speaking ELS a sociologist and not
as President of the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity. Well, as a student of the science of society,
he displayed as much knowledge as an Eskimo would about
the complex conditions in Chi. care°.
The nation possesses no abler
sociologist than Philip M. Hauser of the University of Chicago. In his report to the Chicago Board of Education, he called for a "total commitment" to
a policy of racial integration,
not only by the board, but also
by Schools Supt. Benjamin C.
Willis, his staff and teachers.

That commitment has not characterized Chicago in the past.
The report said: "It is unfortunate that during the prolonger period of controversy, t h e
Board of Education did n o t
move rapidly in a determined
and creative manner to resolve
the problem of school integration."
The demonstrations are continuing because the issues that
have caused them have not yet
been resolved. And conferencetable meetings have yielded neit her definitive commitments
nor promises of a reasonable
solution.
The considered judgement of
Negro community leaders has
been shelved aside as being motivated by selfish racial interest and ineffectual reasoning.
Three weeks ago Dr. Martin
Luther King led 35,000 people
to the City Hall to protest de
facto school segregation in Chicago. And Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell conducted hearings in Washington on the same
issue. Both are members of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, and
both know that the conference
table has produced more heat
than light.
The problems call not for academic speculations or theoretical Impracticalities, but f o r
honest reversal of antiquated
practices that Negroes will no
longer tolerate.
Dr. Newsome • should ha v e
talked with his f r a t brother
Bennie 0. Brown, who as director of the Conference for Brotherhood, is well acquainted
with the stubborn difficulties
in the field of human relations.
Newsome added to an already
volatile situation. He would have
shown Socratic wisdom to have
kept silent on the Chicago controversy.

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

The Move North
story of racial segregation, and
gives us an insight into this
evil, better than anything else
in the news of the past ten
years.
The Southerner prides himself as a fiscal conservative. He
is the original "balance the
budget" fellow in our society,
yet this is what he has permitted to happen to him during the
past 75 years; he has spent fortunes maintaining two school
systems, each of them inadequate.
He established colleges for
Negroes to maintain a segregated society. It cost him a fortune to educate a Negro as a
junior engineer and after he
spent all that money, he would
offer the Negro the chance to
become either a preacher or a
teacher in the Negro ghetto. If
the educated Negro did not
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Harvey Gantt, the Negro
who broke South Carolina's
segregated school barrier, was
graduated from Clemson University with honors.
In the two years and four
months the 22-year-old architectural major earned a "B"
average; his record was good
enough to land him a job with
AG. Odell Associates in Charlotte, N.C. Gantt began work
as an architect June 1.
The Odell firm is one of the
most reputable in the South
and Mr. Odell is on President
Johnson's Architectural Commission.
What is even more significant is Harvey Gantt's state•ffient, "I will stay in the South."
On the surface this appears
a minor news item, a graduate
student hired by a firm of architects. But it is really the

-r

Jackie
Robinson
Says
Out Of The Ashes
We are unequivocally opposed
to looting under the pretense of
participating in violent protest.
We are unequivocally opposed to violent protest.
We are as unequivocally against black hatred as we are
against white hatred.
But — and that is a terribly
big but — we refuse to be silent when the terrible and destructive action of hoodlums and
exploiters and hate-crazed saboteurs is used as an argument
that the Negro does not know
how to wear the new clothes of
freedom which are finally being offered him to cover the
nakedness in which he has been
shivering for three hundred
years.
Much is being made of the fact
that the outbreak in Los Angeles occurred virtually simultaneously with the passing of
the voting rights bill. This coincidence, if coincidence it w a s,
furnished grist for the propaganda mills of the Faubuses and
the Wallaces. But, for intelligent and reasoning people, this
coincidence does not mean that
the Negro is being given too
much. In fact, t her e may be
some merit in the assumption
that the very irony .of the necessity to pass such a bill after
so long an era of denial, is sufficient to arouse the wrath of
many Negro people.
We are not condoning t h e
method in which this wrath was
expressed on the West Coast in
recent days.
The massive police power invoked to quell the lawlessness
which took place was necessary.
Yet, the past use of police
power in that city — as in many
other cities — has been abuse of
police power where the Negro
has been concerned. If rioting
is to be prevented in the future.
Mayor Yorty and Governor
Brown and Chief Parker (preferably a new police chief) w:11
have to face that fact.
There are other facts which
must be faced — not only in

ravaged California but a 1 1
throughout the land.
There is the fact that the civil
rights leadership may no longer
be regarded as the magic password to insure racial peace between black and white in America. The grass, roots Negro i n
many communities, the individual we call the man on t h e
street is no longer excited or
soothed because Mr. B i g Negro Leader is welcomed to City
Hall. He is no longer excited
about a few big jobs being passed around. Because the law of
the land took so long to heed
Roy Wilkins and Thurgood Marshall in their suit for justice,
because the rulers of the land
took so long to endorse the nonviolent tactics of Martin Luther
King; because industry took so
long to understand the commonsense advice of Lester Granger
and Whitney Young; because of
all this — a new Negro is striding the land. He is unafraid to
die. He is intolerant of the virtues of patience. He sees massive forces being sent to Vietnam by a Government which
cries that it cannot protect
black and white patriots who
journey South on missions of
democracy. He is not — in the
main — an advocate of offensive violence like t ha t which
took place in Los Angeles. But
he loves the Deacons for Justice who don't slap first, nor
will they turn the other cheek.
Someone — many someones
— better learn how to speak the
language of this new Negro.
The power structures of the cities and the states and the Federal Government better get the
message which burns in the
hearts of this new Negro. The
civil rights leadership will have
to learn to communicate with
him better — and they can start
by learning how to communicate
with each other better.
/ It is no time for business as
usual. For, business as usual can
have but one effect — to make
the Los Angeles bloodbath look
as anemic as an Easter Lily.

want to preach or teach he
went North. What the South
spent were tax dollars out of
the lowest per capita income
in the nation to educate a Negro for the benefit of Camden,
N.J., Detroit, Mich., and other
Northern cities.
If a Negro wanted to do
graduate work in the South, no
school permitted him to sit in
its classrooms, though there
were always empty chairs.
In 1950 a Duke University
student and I conducted a survey of the 144 graduates of Negro colleges in North Carolina.
We followed up each boy and
girl, and only 20 per cent were
still in North Carolina.
This should come under the
heading of the most stupid

waste of tax funds, to say nothing of the loss of human resources.
And it's been a long road
from the decisions of the Vinson Court in the case of the Negro college student Sweatt to
the famous decision of the Warren Court issued on May 17,
1954, which declared racial segregation in the public schools
unconstitutional.
And now we come to this
pioneer, Harvey Gantt, the
first colored student to attend
a white school in South Carolina, the firat to become an honor graduate of Clemson University. More important is this decision of Odell Associates to
hire Gantt, who wants "to stay
in the South."

The kind of the goapeleers in
the American theatre is a poet,
Langston Hughes, who, incidentally, himself cannot sing a
note. But Hughes has written
and nurtured into production
five gospel song-plays. His
"Black Nativity" premiered in
1962 in New York with Alex
Bradford and Marion Williams
then toured Europe, America,
and Australia after its legendary success at the Festival of
Two World in Spoleto. "Tambourines To Glory" with Clara
Ward was produced on Broadway. "Jerico-Jim Crow" had a
long run at the Santuary in
Greenwich Village and brought
to public notice the young singing star, Gilbert Price, now on
Broadway in the Anthony Newly show. Hughes' 'The Gospel
Glory" was premiered at Washington Temple in Brooklyn with
Madam Ernestine Washington.
Currently, "The Prodigal Son"
as conceived by Langston
Hughes and directed by Vinette
Carroll in New York's newest
Off-Broadway hit, with Dorothy
Drake and Robert Pinkston as
the leading gospel soloists. This
Biblical parable is told almost
entirely in terms of song, dance
and pantomime, with the accent
on gospel music as arranged and
played by Marion Franklin at
the piano with trumpet and
drums.
Langston Hughes has been
interested in gospel music since
his youth in Kansas City and
Chicago. In fact he was one of
the first commentators to write
about Mahalia Jackson before
she became famous. Then she
was known only in church circles in Chicago where in the
early Forties Hughes initiated
his famous "Simple" columns
for the Chicago DEFENDER.
He met Miss Jackson then and
they have been friends ever
since. Hughes includes a chap-
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ter on her early days in his
book, FAMOUS NEGRO MUSIC
MAKERS.
It was also in Chicago twenty
years ago that Hughes heard
the trumpet-playing gospel minister, Elder Beck, at a State
Street revival meeting. He heard
the Davis Sisters and Norsalus
McKissick, a dynamic soloist
whose name is still unknown to
the general public. Rev. Cobb's
great Chicago choir is hardly ,
known outside of Chicago, which,
is a religious center of gospel
singing. There the Gay Sisters'
and their brother, the teenage"—
Rev. Donald Gay hold forth.
For a number of yearrin Harlem, the Apollo Theatre has per:
iodically presented gospel sessions of high quality, their stars
including the Ward Gospel Singers, the Caravans, the Staples
Singers, and James Cleveland.
Radio station WLIB currently
has excellent gospel Programs
via recordings under the direction of Joe Bostic and Doc
Wheeler. Bostic has also been a
pioneer in the presentation of
live gospel at Carnegie Hall,
Madison Square Garden and the
outdoor stadiums ih New York.
Langston Hughes has heard all
the famous gospel singers, and"
many of the lesser known ones.
He has a twice file of the addresses of most of the groups
and individual soloists in that
field, in case of further productions of his gospel dramas.
Hughes, a non-singer himself
(Who was excused from music
classes iii school becauie he •
threw everybody else off key),
is undoubtly the monarch of
gospel singing insofar as its,
use in the theatre goes. The
moving and dramatic use he has
made of religious singing and
its folk aspects is visible in the
highly successful "Prodigal
Son" now at the Greenwich
Mews Theatre.
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Worse Yet To Come
By HENERY CATHCART
WASHINGTON — President
Johnson's program of measured
response to Communist escalation of the war in Viet Nam appears to have worked fairly well
so far. But it contains flaws and
dangers.
The principal flaw lies in the
fact that whether the United
States or the Communists instigate the escalation, the result
is the pace of the fighting is
being steadily quickened.
The danger is that when escalation reaches a certain point
it can get out of control before
either side can step back and
do some hard thinking.
There is ample evidence that
neither the United States nor
Russia has a desire to see the
war widen or intensify. But in
a measure their attitude is being frustrated by lesser powers
whose concept of international
morality is far less developed.
Despite the bad news of the
course of fighting in Viet Nam
and the discouraging aspects
of recent escalations and responses to escalation, the worse
is yet to come.
Red China is playing.her own
game in Southeast Asia. The
full measure of her intentions
cannot be gauged. In the light
of recent history, it can only
be assumed that the part she
plans to play will be timed to
her own needs and to her best

advantage.
This revives a thought infre-.
quently mentioned in Washington — that food is a vital element of the Chinese war ma-c
chine, and that the Chi-Corns
will show their hand only after the crops are in.
• • •
DELAYED THANK YOU—
Former heavyweight champion •0
Jack Dempsey was a witness
before the House Commerce
Committee recently to testify .
on proposed federal boxing legislation.
•
One of the legislators on the
committee interrupted the prol,;
ceedings to tell about a cub reporter's interview of Dempsey
in 1923 when he passed through
Albany, N.Y., on the way to
his training camp in Saratoga
Springs.
It was the cub's first big assignment, and Dempsey graciously gave him the story he
was after.
The cub was Leo O'Brien, now
a congressman from the Albany
area.
"It's taken me 42 years tO
say 'thank you,' he told Dempsey.
• • •
ONE AT A TIME — The two
Senators Kennedy apparently
have reached a pact concerning
some aspects of their publicity.
The idea is for them not to ap,
pear in the news too often together.
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Integration Provides Key Topic
At Christian Missionary Meet

.46,•••••••••Ashosstermstor

`GADDINGS'

y of the New Jer- international cooperation."
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Point- eral secretar
of Churches and a
Civil rights was emphasized
ed glimpses at their own con- sey Council
t of the conven- in another evening session at
•••••••••••
gregational needs and into na- former presiden
tion.
which the principal address was
tional and international prob•
Fox tailed the 10.point nucleus given by Dr. Samuel D. Procannual
JACK
49th
of
the
tale
marked
fairy
ems
"a
report
e's
You have all heard the famous
committe
the
tor of Teaneck, N. J.
assembly here of Negro mem- of
number of generawith the very We of the
THE GIANT KILLER ... For a
Dr. Proctor, associate general
bers of the Christian Churches concern
s
microswinter'
a
day,
in
a
our
church
during
Disciples of Christ).
secretary for communications
tions children have been regaled
univerthe
of
n
reflectio
copic
from
the
persons
how he slew
More than 300
of the National Council of
e."
night with the story of JACK and
Churches, said, "Thousands of
all over the nation who attend- sal challeng
Among the 10 "wants" out- our youth are trapped at the
WICKED GIANT.
the National Christian Mised
of
be
might
story, it
sionary Convention in the Stuy- lined by the committee were end of a spiral which has been
In a more modern version of that
before JACK actually
vesant Heights Christian Church greater evangelistic efforts, ad- moving toward futility."
interest to contemplate what happened
as nearly as we can
plunged into concentrated equate buildings for worship "It will take the resources if
vanquished the GIANT . . . It seems,
stories involving JACK
courses to help them be better and education in metropolitan the schools, the churches, the
discover, that there are actually two
church leaders and members. areas, congregational involve- Federal Government. the foulsBEANSTALKS . . . In both
in encounters with GIANTS and
to
Giant
And in a vote of confidence, ment in realizing the goals of dation, and enlightened busithe
ing
dispatch
stories Jack comes off very well,
assembly re-elected all of- the civil rights movement, eli- ness leadership to put this spiral
always
he
not
does
. . This
mination of de facto racial in reverse and send it whirlthe nether world in short shrift .
ficers.
meets
Jack
rary
contempo
pastor segregation in church planning ing in the other direction — beSr.,
happen when some modern-day or
James
W.
Eugene
-EYEGiant EYEBALL-TO
and development, and the merg- ginning with acceptance and
a modern-day or contemporary
of the Third Christian Church
we speak, was
will again ing of the Disciples' associa- then moving through participaOhio,
.This modern-day Jack, of whom
Warren,
BALL
in
tions and conventions in such a tion and confidence to successJOHN, JEAN, and JACKserve as president.
known variously ft seems as JACK,
way that the minority groups ful fulfillment," Dr. Proctor
upon how he happened to
The assembly authorized the
THE-SON . . . depending largely
are not "swallowed up."
stated.
the time and the given
convention's Committee on Pro.
be disposed to refer to himself at
assemgram and Structure to discuss In other business, the
Dr. Dan M. Potter, director
situation . . .
urged that
ways for total integration of na- bly wholeheartedly
off part of the land where
of the Protestant Council of the
far
a
in
born
was
Jack
ties
Our
opportuni
gi
tional and state work with other pastors take more
City of New York, speaking anin slavery for several
rust landlords had held his people
agencies of the Christian in sermons, classes and fellow- other night on the ecumenicity
less than a hundred
freed
been
had
docthe
they
teach
and
to
groups
Chrisship
hundred years,
church, asserted:
Churches — the United
GIANT, who was later
Chris- of the
years before Jack's birth by a GOOD
tian Missionary Society and the trine and history of the
"The popularity of t be
was
Giant
that
good
the
order
When
.
in
.
Churches
.
of
tian
on
GIANT
Conventi
slain by a very BAD
International
al concept and ideal
have more ecumenic
Jack's people back into
Christian Churches (Disciples of their members will
still remains for the most part
slain, the cruel landlords all but put
to
laws
brotherown
their
of
e
made
knowledg
the
and
to
powerful
report
and
and
Christ) —
only pleasant dining room conslavery ... They were rich
1966 assembly which will be hood.
versation while urban America
support their cruelty.
of
And voted encouragement
planted in his
held in Chicago.
ates for lack of spiridisintegr
Our hero Jack had the seeds of freedom
scholthrough
Staff, program and services higher education
child and he vowed
tual nourishment."
each
asked
and
mind by his parents when he was a small
of the NCMC were merged with arship grants
to the northern
regular "The important moral and
to build a beanstalk by which he could climb
the UCMS in 1960, and the Dis- congregation through
were free.
men
all
heard
its spiritual challenges facing
had
after
he
look
to
where
ndence
country
correspo
onpart of his
ciples' national and internati
America on local, state end nabest ways to
the
of
one
college
who
that
are
members
early
own
in
act
learned
Jack had
al agencies serve and
tional levels are too great for
the ladon
firmly
feet
his
students.
complacing
The
by
was
behalf of all races.
climb the beanstalk
of Indiana- any individual church or comcourse, the stalk
munion has m any interracial Lorenzo J. Evans
der rungs known as higher education . . . Of
on's munion to confront effectively
conventi
the
of
dean
be
polis,
to
had
It
.
.
.
climb
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to
congrega
of higher education was not easy
and Life which by working separatively," Dr.
Faith
of
School
which
Program
e
h
t
of
of
n
money
Chairma
called
treated constantly with something
as- Potter stated.
and Structure Committee is will be continued in future
actually went out to get
Jack had very little • . . When Jack
semblies and perhaps in regions, President James, in his adEast
of
Sr.,
e
Fox
K.
adaptabl
are
All
other
William
breads.
crusty
many
like
rsho
found
American bread are a tasty trio for those
the responsibility dress on the assembly's opening
this magic balm to treat the beanstalk he
Orange. N. J., assistant gen- also was given
upwards and
to simplified hot roll mix methods.
Long French loaves, bagels and crisp
of being general co-ordinator night, asked for dedicated
obstacles ... He was determined and pressed
assured him that
for a planned program for ministerial leadership and told
at last reached the part of the stalk which
HIGII SCHOOL
youth and children at the next the communion's Negro leaders
he was well on his way ... It was known as
that they "should not see the
assembly in Chicago.
GRADUATION.
path to racial integration in the
that
found
who
Jack,
for
days
Evans is director of field re- church as a means of avoiding
ap, Then there came dark
the major
ng
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business
in
s
climbing
I.
graduate
B.
on
C.
other
work
that
and
Liberia
day
,
Following the homecoming moved to Monrovia
lationships for the Department the acceptance of our full Chrismanie had to labor in the vineyards by
the country are doing very well. project now claiming their at- of Christian Education of the tian responsibility."
picnic and new student rally, the some years ago.
the beanstalk by night.
erection
for
plan
they
as
tention
northern
of
free
Board
the
tempo of student registration Dr. Felker, principal of a All members of
By this time Jack had made his way to the
UCMS. The schools assist in Specially honored at one point
g to climb above picked up to a mraked degree as school, is on official business for Trustees have been urged to of the million dollar, eighteen
part of the country and he was beginnin
already
ip development and pro- in the assembly were Dr. Wilbuilding
nt
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apartme
story
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meeting
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across the sea, waged current students returned and President William Tubman and attend
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.
of the UCMS, who will rswas able to go back to Baptist Institute
all sizes and ages were termed Work
Many years passed before Jack
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es if the tire next June.
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now
absolute
as
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but
k,
beanstal
climbing the
each afternoon
newer nations are going to suc- And Mrs. B. L. Jacobs of
grateful to him for his efforts, assisting the staff
been in vain, and his country,
buy balm for from 1-6 p.m. in the planning
ceed in solving internal prob- Edwards, Miss., who was preto
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sented a 25-year service pin by
of training programs for every
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With Hope and Promise."
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reach
degree.
thereby
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a bachelor of divinity
sentative to the United Nations er, N. C., and R. C. Maley of
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except Friday to serve the needs
staff since 1955. One of her ma- He holds the honorary doctor of sents a Harvest Tea and Fash- from Nigeria, said:
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MANY GIANTS end Robert C. Wallace, execu- I coordinating the work of more and Henry. He has received at the home of Mr. and Mrs. not perfect; our experience in o the ministry.
MANY,
but
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ONE
not
stalk he found
most of them tive dean, all students are urged
various awards for leadership
981 Alaska St., international affairs is short; Three morning Bible lectures
Most of them very big and powerful and
khan 100 Methodist rural church in rural church life and has C. Morris of
early.
from 4 to 7 P.M. The public and we do not claim to be were given by Claude Walker,
register
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througho
very bad, indeed.
workers
[community
that no Jack had Dr. J. B. Felker, Sr., a memwiser than the older, more de- minister of the East Sixth
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of
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rut College, with a bachelor of Church.
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te, was a
arts degree and from New York Miss Russell received her
VII the giants . . . He was known
ets do not have to be present
many heroes to school and noted with approval University with • master of arts
TICKS" . . and was known to have ground
award from the Rev. Harold in order to win.
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many
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Board
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his
York
in
New
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remains
Professional models will show
of Missions staff, she was a executive secretary of Town
our Jack saw very plainly the bruised and bleeding
off the lattest in fall fashions
to
less
neverthe
decided
and
ty
church
rural
tie
communi
Board
r
for
the
him,
Work
about
all
Country
and
heroes
of former
Miss Barbara Turney
worker in the Dale Hollow of Missions. Dr. Varnell re- with
take on "Poll Ticks."
serving as narrator.
coand
SMOTE
and
Parish
up
Larger
Rev.
"ran"
(Tenn.)
the
then
from
and
award
well
his
ceived
Be fortified himself
Mrs. Alma Morris is presiordinator of the Holston Valley Dr. Clyde F. Watkins, Johnson
He staggered him but did not fell him ...
the GIANT .
Rural Work eroiect in eastern City, Tenn., executive seers- dent of the club, and Mrs.
smote
Jack went home, licked his wounds and "ran" up and
Tennessee and southwestern tary of the Holston Conference Gardia Williams reporter.
quite a
the giant again . . . This time he gave the Giant
Other members are J. T.
Virginia.
lnterboard Council.
jell . . More than 180,000 JOLTS as a matter of fact ... A
Holman, Mrs. Juanita Lewis,
in
Cleveborn
was
that
Varnell
Dr.
the
feeling
number of heroes saw Jack's efforts, and
H. Johnson, B. Porter, C.
land, Tenn., and has been a
giant at
Giant was all but conquered, decided to rush the
Tucker and Mrs. R. Jamerson.
won- minister In the Holston Confer- HOOK REMOVAL
is
bone
ham
leftover
once and the same time with Jack, so that nobody would really A
derful insurance for another once for 25 years. He has he.; If a stubborn hook won't come
know who had really woo the fight with the Giant . . . Theremeal when you make it the come recognized there and,out, tie a loop in a fishing line STRINGER
In
walk
could
armor,
WHITE
wearing
hero,
fore some other
flavorsome base of green split throughout the nation for hislabout 18 inches long. Insert the
as
and claim the trophy.
work in the field of town and loop over hook, cutting line if Your fish stringer works
pea soup.
season to carry
hunting
in
well
Then
on.
it
Now, what Jack didn't know was that the giant "Poll
get
to
y
d
calor%
necessar
He
the
graduate
country church.
If you are wary of
Ticks" had some brothers who were stronger and more pow- count contained in this rich from Emory and Henry College, jerk hook free using the increas- small game as it did in fishing
season to hold catch.
erful and who could at time be even meaner than he . . . tasting, thick soup, use skim Emory, Va., with a bachelor of ed pulling power of the loop.
"WORKER" and "METhey were called "BROTHER"
as the liquid ingredient.
milk
DIA" . .. They had a meeting and decided to push Jack, Skim milk has about half as
Jean, John or Jack-The-Son, completely off the beanstalk.
many calories as whole milk,
They decided to vanquish Jack with a very unusual wee- yet all of the vitamins and
confuse
.
.
.To
lie
a
like
aro . , THE TRUT'H made to look
minerals are present,.
oe populace they merely asked questions . leaving the con- GREEN SPLIT PEA SOUP
is
Jack
fused populace to make their own answers . . "Who
(Four Quarts)
.
The Son?" . . . "How old is John?" . . .''Is Jack John?"
1 pound green split peas
Or is John the Son-of-Jack?" . "Was Jack really the lead- 1 pound ham bone or hock
er of the phalanx when he climbed the beanstalk in that far- 1 medium onion, chopped
off country?"
cup chopped celery
Meanwhile the other heroes who were trying to slay the 2 medium carrots, sliced
giant "Poll Ticks" looked askance at Jack-The-Son .. ."Who 2 tablespoons chopped parsley
are you?" they asked ... Jack Just stood his ground and re- 2 quarts water
peated like a broken record, "I am Jack!" ... "Jack-The- 1 quart skim milk
cup tomato Paste
Son, Jean and John are my brothers, and I am not my brother's keeper!" ... he said .. • Then he walked right up to Salt and pepper to taste.
Rinse and drain split peas. In
the biggest, most powerful of all the giants, the one known
combine peas,
as "MEDIA" and said, "Media, I will take you before the large sauce pot
vegetables and watpowerful Emperor in the Court House! . . . And you must ham bone,
prove whether or not I am JACK, JOHN, JEAN or Jack-The- er.
Cover; simmer about 1 hour,
Son of Jack."
or
until peas and ham are tenbe
.
will
.
d
story
Another chapter
• This is a continue
Remove fat from ham.
der.
written very soon • . . As we leave our hero Jack, we would
ham into small pieces.
Cut
like to have you contemplate the following possible endings
Force pea mixture through
to:the story of Jack, the Giant Killer and The Beanstalk.
sieve or food mill. Stir in skim
Will Jack win the big tro- milk, tomato paste, seasonings
Will Jack slay the giant? .
ge?Ify? . . Will the people get behind Jack and show the and ham. Heat until hot.
Saants that there really is STRENGTH in UNITY? . . .Or If desired, cool soup, pour
"POLITICAL OBLIVION"? . Watch for the suspense-filled into freezer containers and
will poor Jack be banished to a far-off country known as freeze in serving portions unending to the STORY THAT JACK BUILT.
til needed.

BY GLADYS JOHNSON
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CBI Grad From Africa Visits Alma Mater

Rural Fellowship Honors
2Methodists From Tenn.

Skim Milk
Cuts Calories
In This Soup

l

MEMPHIS
ALL-WEATHER

To find out how smooth
the perfect Martini Gin
can taste...

COAT
$999

SPORT COAT
ALL WOOL
AS LOW
AS

$15

ALTERATIONS FREE

BREAK FOR HOME BUYERS

1,
t45,

Wig Offered
As Prize At
Charity Tea

Predictions by some building
housing starts
experts that
may be down slightly in 1964
may mean a break for today's
new home buyer. When home
builders find themselves competing more vigorously for the
building dollar it can mean
more quality features for the
buyer.
Such items as ceramic floor
and wall tile, central air conditioning and heating, and built• kitchen appliances should be
!Jen more pnevalent in the
1964 housing market.
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RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY

Aug. 31 Deadline For
U.S. Highway Use Tax

U. S., Mau Mau Chief
Work To Build Kenya

The Internal Revenue Sty plus 150 pounds for each unit
ice reminds owners of trucks of seating capacity. This apand buses that the Federal, plies primarily to operators of
highway use tax is due Aug. intercity buses. Local transit
NAIROBI, Kenya — A foi The Youth Service, which been the scene of frequent dem'systems are exempt from the
31.
unemployeg.
by
Highway use taxes on trucks tax under certain conditions. mer Mau Mau leader and an has received United States onstrations
Agency for International De- aid, is an orgaaization design- youths. There have been ow
and buses range from $81 to Details and information are
$180 annually for each vehicle available at local Internal Rev- velopment specialist from Re- ed to help mold character and such demonstrations by orientno, Nevada, are cooperating in skills into the East African na- ployed youth. There have been
subject to the tax. All trucks enue offices.
operating on public highways Tax Forms 2290 were mailed the growth of Kenya's Nation- tion's underprivileged youths. no such demonstrations on HaLeland E. (Bud) Fallon, for- rambee Street since the organiare subject to this tax if they in June to those who filed high- al Youth Service
merly with the U.S. Bureau of zation of the Youth Service,
meet certain unloaded weight way tax returns last year.
Land Management and once
and axle specifications a n d Copies of this form, as well as
'General China' has been
active with the old Civilian serving as adjutant to the
are registered by state law,
a helpful booklet on the tax,
Federal tax return Form Publication No. 349, can be ohConservation Corps in the Unit- Youth Service. A recipient of
2290, necessary for filing, con- tamed from local Revenue ofed States, says that Waruhiu training in the Israeli Army for
tains a listing of the specific fices and from state motor buRote, famed during the Mau one year, he has reserve statax to be paid on trucks ac- reau agencies.
Mau emergency as 'General tus in Kenya's army. He has
cording to the month the ve• , Tax returns for the year beChina,' has done a "tremen- helped organize the NYS into
hide was put into operation, filed by 'Aug. 31, for every
dous job."
military-like units who carry
Form 2290 also describes the taxable vehicle in highway use
Fallon explains, "the Youth shovels instead of guns.
tax to be paid by bus owners. in July of this year. The tax WASHINGTON —
Service
is
based
on
the
CCC
Of the NYS recruits 'General
(U P I) —
For buses, the tax is based may be paid in quarterly W- Rep. John Conyers, Jr., D- Program that we once had in China' says, "They are very
on unloaded weight of the bus, stallments.
Mich., joined in support of the the United States. In coming good people. They work very
"truth-in-lending" bill which out here four years ago, I not- hard. It was difficult at Iirst
Sen. Paul H. Douglas, D-111., ed that there was no program to get discipline, but we are
long and unsuccessfully has for the thousands of young men getting it. You see although we
sponsored in the Senate.
who had been unable to go to have more than 40 tribes in
Conyers said that Monday he school at all, or only through Kenya we have no problem
tribalism in NYS. They
will introduce a similar bill in the primary school grades.
the House. Like Douglas' mea- "They were unemployed and working together. At first
most
had never had a paid was a problem. I tried very
sure, it will require creditors
to inform borrowers of all job with little prospect of ever hard in my lectures to them to
GREENSBORO, Ala., (UPI) Long had taken, Holloway said. credit costs and the annual having 'one, unless they could get over the point that the
A 21-year-old Negro dairy work- Long also gave Holloway a rate of interest on the unpaid be made enjoyable through NYS most show loyalty and
er was charged with first-degree list of names of civil rights balance.
training.
love for government.
.
rrurcier in the mutilation-beat"We will lose the war on "These young men were not "They must be highly diseiPworkers who allegedly had been poverty
if increased incomes eating reguiarly, -Only what lined. We want all of our -men
ing of an elderly farmer who
opposed civil rights demonstra- pressuring him. "He said he only provide n e w opportn. they could obtain from rein- to look smarter, cleaner,'and
wanted the old man's rifle for pities for unethical credit and lives and friends. They could better than the ordinary civitions.
retailing practices," he said in!not contribute to the develop- liens. I assure you that when
Roosevelt Long, 21, was held protection," Holloway said,
without bond after his prelim- "He said he was going to kill a speech prepared to accom-, ment of their country in their I was a leader on Mount Kenp
present state. They needed ya as a Mau Mau, we were not
inary hearing before County this fellow who was shooting at any introduction of his bill.
Ji.dge W. H. Knight. If indicted him and then go on to Chic- "Unscrupulous credit prac- something that would make being instructed by anybody,
tices
are
also
a
cause
of
emthem
employable, inspire pride yet we kept the highest standby the Hale County Grand Jury ago."
bittered race relations because and the incentive to work for ard of cleanliness."
he likely would stand trial in
He and another Negro were the'merchant in
the Negro the betterment of themselves The National Youth Service
November and could get the arrested shortly after Smaw was
ghetto is so often a white and their nation. They needed was nicknamed
electric chair.
"Masini Kenfound. Holloway said Smaw man."
something that would put them yatta" (the 'poor people of
Authorities said Long confes- had been openly critical of
to
work
in
a
favorable
environKenya') when it was first
sed late Tuesday that he had civil rights demonstrations. Inment that would also contri- formed. It has now gained in
beaten 87-year-old Perry Smaw itially, investigatirs surmised
bute
to
the
development
of
respectability. Evidence of its
and cut out his tongue "to keep, the attack was to silence Smaw
Kenya. The Youth Service is new prestige was illustrated
him from talking." The motive, and serve as a warning to
filling
this
need."
recently
when eight Shifta&
they said, was the theft of a others.
A paper that Fallon prepared laid down their arms and jon
73-year-old rifle.
The other suspect was refor a youth work program has ed the NYS.
Smaw was alone the night of leased. Long was held on an
served as a guideline to the
The Shiftas are renegades
Aug. 21, either in bed or ready open charge until he confessed Governor James E. Rhoads Youth
Service which now has who have been plundering and
to retire for the night, when Sunday night.
of Ohio recently signed a bill over 3,000 youths in uniform looting over a wide
area of
the attack came. He lived about .7..olloway declined to identify passed by the State Legislature,
working on construction pro- Kenya. More recently they
six miles west of here on 100 tbc civil rights workers named. changing the name of Central
jects under the leadership of have been active in Meru counacres of farmland which he The one allegedly shooting at State college to Central State
National Youth Leader, Josiah try around Mount Kznya.
had worked until this year, Long, he said, "carried a university.
Kariuki, The Service was That the Service is proving
when he was stricken with a (truck) load of civil rights Located at Wilberforce, Ohio, formed
on April 1, 1964 with attractive to Kenya's youth is
series of dizzy spells.
workers into town every day." and formerly part of Wilber- the first recruits inducted the borne out
by Fallon who says,
Ile was found the next morn- It appeared "Long was the force universify, the new name following August.
"the total number in Service
ing, slumped in the doorway of only one" involved in the at- will become effective on Nov. 1, Prior to the formation of the will
probably go to the 10,000
his weatherbeaten three-room tack, Holloway said.
1965.
Youth Service, Nairobi had mark."
house. His skull had been fractured with a frying pan. The
skillet was broken in the attack.
Smaw slipped into a coma in
Hale County Hospital and died
Friday morning without namto Smaw.
The dollar was part of $26
ing his assailant.
Deputy David 11olloVva7, who
worked on the case with two
: state investigators, said Long
' stated in his confession that
civil rights workers were pressuring him to join the movement
1 Long was not active in Negro protests.
"Ile had been shot at several times by a civil rights
worker who lived near him and
he wantett to get a rifle the
old man had," Holloway said.
"He wouldn't give it to him."
After signing his statement,
Long led officers to a spot about
a mile from the Smaw house.
There, under a tree in deep
weeds, the rifle and silver dollar were found. Both belonged

Negro Accused
In'Tongue'Case

Jumbo Bottles

'DOUBLE COLA
Plus Deposit

Note Book Paper

500 Sheets
300 Sheets

Viceroy's got the filter for
the taste that's right!

U. S: No. 1 Red

Maternal Deaths
Reduced To 1
In 2,815 Births

NO Coup°;is \,
•No Stamps! \c-)
•No Forced
Purchases.

3511 Park at Highland'

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood
at Chelsea.
4321 Summer Ave
3362 Summer
at National
1578 Lamar Ave.

NEW YORK — The chance
of a woman in the United
States dying during pregnancy
or childbirth is only one in every 2,815 births — an all-time
low record, reports Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
According to company statisticians, in 1962-63, when
births in the United States totaled somewhat over 4 million
annually maternal deaths
numbered less than 1,500 a
year, childbearing being safest
for women in their late teens,
and least safe for women over
40.
The South and Southwest lag
behind the rest of the country
In
safeguarding
childbirth
while the New England and the
mid-western states have the
most favorable record.
While noting that the reduction in maternal mortality represents one of the oustanding
achievements in recent medical
history," they say many of
those now dying in childbirth
can be saved.
"Recent studies in California,
Chicago and other areas," they
report, "indicate that an appreciable proportion of the maternald
deaths that occur are avoidable.""Further gains can be
achieved" the statisticians continue, "by earlier and more
' adequate prenatal care, better
training of physicians, and additional hospital facilities in
areas which still have In'
adequate provision for maternity cases'', -•
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Viceroy is specifically designed to taste
the way you'd like a filter cigarette to
taste. Not too strong ... not too light ...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right!
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Washington Round-Up
sliest5.

The Controversial Case
Of Marichal vs. Roseboro

Deltas Reelect President
During California Meeting

LOS ANGELES — Dr. ter. groes have felt and experienced man Edith Green (D-Oregon),
, aldine Woods of Los Angeles the sting of deprivation, scorn Wiley Branton, executive direcI was re-elected national presi- and hypocrisy not only from tor of the President's Commitdent of Delta Sigma Theta sor- whites, but from affluent Ne- tee on Equal Opportunity, and
Dr. Geraldine P. Woods.
ority last week at the conclu- groes as well.
Miss Dorothy Ileight, presiTHREEFOLD PROGAM
sion of one of the most success"I see our new focus as dent of the National Council of
ful and productive conventions
in the history, of the fifty. threefold; one is communica- Negro Women and former Deltion. We have got to communi- ta president, was given the sorfour-year-old organization.
Cincinnati, Ohio, was selected cate better with ourselves, and ority's Mary Church Terrell
I as the convention site for 1967. it is mandatory that we find a award for her work in the field
Some 3,500 delegates and their way to communicate with the of civil rights and human relacolumnlocal
One
lenient.
too
was
thi.t
contions.
(The biggest news, and the biggest
families attended the six-day white middle class.
should
Marichal
that
fact,
in
said,
has
ist
OTHER AWARDS
troversy in sports today revolves around
"Secondly," she said, "we
meeting headquartered at the
Some
up.
and
locked
arrested
been
have
Cited also at the same time
must show genuine concern for
Ambassador Hotel.
Juan Marichal, the great San Francisco
a
deserves
he
that
feel
apparently.
people,
Also returned to national of- the men, women and children for his contributions in the field
Giants right-handed pitcher. In a sudden
BY ROSE MARIE BROOKS
hanging. In an effort to plumb the ball- fices with the president were less fortunate than ourselves; of music over a fifty year span
game, MariWASHINGTON — Those who came to last week's White burst of temper during a recent
"Doc"
players' viewpoint, writer A. S.
Frankie M. Freeman, first and third, Deltas must put in- was William Grant Still. An
JohnHouse Conference on Equal Employment opportunities to get cbal hit Los Angeles Dodgers catcher
for- vice president; Constance Roli- to effect, ways of helping if we award was presented Vivian
the
Black,
Joe
interviewed
has
Young
For
bat.
a fresh, believable slant on equal employment were disappoint- ny Roseboro on the head with his
mer Brooklyn Dodger pitcher who is now son, second vice president; are to prevent the recurrence Malone, first Negro graduate
this bit of unsportmanship, Marichal was
d.
Marie C. Fonsworth, secretary; of Watts riots across the coun- of the University of Alabama.
of Special Markets for Greyhound
Director
days and was fined
Mrs. Medgar Evers, widow
T. Daley, treasurer; try.
Those who came to unsnarl the legal interpretations inher- suspended for nine
Thelma
based
is
feature
following
The
Inc.
Lines,
$1750 by National League president WarOther speakers were Dr. of the late civil rights
T. M. Alexander, legal
Sadie
ent in the regulations themselves were also disappointed.
NOTE).
'S
on that interview.—EDITOR
and fans believe
adviser, and Allene J. Tooks, Martin Luther King, Jr., Theo- champion, was initiated into
But those who come to be dazzled by the splendor of the ren Giles. Many writers
executive director. Dr. Jeanne dore Berry, director of the the sorority. Named honorary
John Quincy Adams Room, the elegant reception room at the
I,. Noble is the immediate past Community Action Programs members were Mrs. Amelia
State Department (locale of the 1)i -day conference) were inof the Office of Economic Op. Boynton, Selma. Ala.; and
president. '
deed satisfied.
Congress wo- Mrs. Polly Cowan, New York.
portunity;
REGIONAL DIRECTORS
don't
People
Those who came to make contacts (a favorite Washington
fight.
anticipating a big
—
Regional directors are MinI went to Joe Black for an opinion on the out fully
preoccupation which spills over Into the hinterlands) with big
like the way it's gone. They want Marichal and erva Sloss, Central; Constance
vs. Roseboro because . . .
Marichal
of
case
the
at
looks
one
when
indeed
satisfied;
were
siness moguls
Clayton, Eastern; Edythe
Joe Black was himself a fine pitcher. Joe Roseboro to declare war on each other."
t of business invited one does suspect the staff members at
Tweedy, South Atlantic; Mona
school
former
a
Joe,
principals.
both
a
for
knows
unusual
not
themselves.
is
it
out,
for
—
As Joe pointed
e EEOC had this very idea in mind
H. Bailey, Far West; Nona
ever
men
erudite
the
most
of
one
is
teacher,
ProThe sessions — Patterns of Discrimination, Complaint
hitter who has been decked to approach the Ross, Midwest; Maggie McI
because
also,
And,
sports.
with
connected
Dowell, Southern, and lielen
cedures, Federal-State-Local Relationships, Discrimination Bearound the sub- mound with a bat in his hand. "But, generally, Richards, Southwest.
cause of Sex, Record Keeping and Reporting Requirements, knew Joe wouldn't pussyfoot
stops him. This is .the first time
somebody
Katie Wright replaced Mary
Apprenticeship and Training, Hiring, Firing and Promotion, ject.
wood has made contact with a player's head. E. Collier as chairman of the NEW YORK, N Y. — The Owens, the choirs of Lane coland Affirmative Action — were impressive in their titles but
"The consensus of the so-called fans," Joe
"I thought it was very unfair that no penalty nominating committee; Letitia choirs of four member colleges lege, in Jackson Tenn., will be
mustly fluff in their content and intent to grapple with hard- said. "IF that Giles was too lenient in his fine
shortstop (Tito Lightfoot was elected to the fi- of the United Negro College featured the week of September
core problems evolving out of the above issues.
and suspension of Marichal. But they're not was meted out to the Giants'
around dur- nance committee, and Gloria fund will be heard during Sept. 19.
bat
his
waving
was
who
taught
Fuentes),
I
When
picture.
overall
the
quesat
lookng
Take "Hiring, Firing, and Promotion": the unanswered
more
wrong Randall was re-elected to the on the ABC Radio Network The final September broadwas
he
thought
I
fracas.
students
the
the
of
ing
one
if
that
tions of seniority rights is still unanswered; new techniques school, I was told
an scholarship and standards com- series, "Negro College Choirs." cast the week of September 26,
for
looking
wasn't
Johnny
Marichal.
than
turned,
did something wrong while my back was
to hire minority peoples were asked for, but not offered.
I The choir of Livingstone col- features the choir of Oakwood
side."
the
from
attack
Take sex discrimination session: male business directors I couldn't hold the entire class responsible.
and closing of the!!lege in Salisbury, N.C. will be college in Huntsville, Ala. The
mittee.max
Cli
"I think the average fan has misconstrued event activities was a ba n- heard the week of September choir is directed by Mrs. Johnhad a chance to complain about the dirty tricks women play
"This case is similar. Marichal Is one pitchon them — getting married after a year of expensive training er, one member of the San Francisco Giants the beanball pitch," Joe said. "They've got it quet at which Mrs. Patricia 5 under the direction of Mrs. nie Pierre-Louis.
and leaving the jobs — but how to solve this was not contem- team. He is their best pitcher. The Giants are confused with the brush-back pitch. Every pitch- Harris, newly named Ambas- K. Eloise Simpson.
"Negro College 'Choirs" is
There's a vast dif- sador to Luxembourg and a
plated at length.
strong contenders for the National League pen- er needs the brush-back.
fellow The Morris Brown college carried by ABC affiliated staaddressed
soror,
Delta
when
example:
For
two.
There were even complaints that the keen-minded John nant. These guys have been working hard for ference between the
Ga. will pre- tions throughout the country on
Deltas as the principal speak- choir, in Atlanta,
Doar, the Justice Department whiz, was quite vague about five months, hoping to get into the World Reriet I first came into the major leagues, I was afraid er.
sent its program the week of varying days and at different
I
that
hours. Check local newspaper
"Patterns of Discrimination."
and get a shot at the $10,000 that goes with It. to throw the brush-hack. Then I was told
"Whether it be in Washing- September 12, G. Johnson Hulistings for airtime in specific
At the end of a long day, and an even longer velt,:.,a guest feel that Gies felt that if he punished Marichal had to move the guys back (to keep them from ton, D.C., or Watts, Calif.," bert directs the group.
I'd Ambassador Harris said, "Ne- Under the baton of Robert G. areas.
asked me. "How is the guest list determined?"
more severely, he very possibly would be un- digging in). So, say when I was 2 and 0,
ilah! That, my friend, is the kind of question which has fairly depriving all the other Giant of a full shot throw at the batter's shoulder. I was afraid of
no answer even at the beginning of the week, said this reporter at the pennant and, of course, the World Series Idlling bin if I threw at his head and hit him. I
with facetious truthfulness.
Rot hitters came to me and said, "Do us a faprize.
vor—throw at our heads." The reason: it was
One can begin with the EEOC staff and find the most
pennant
"I feel that if the Giants weren't
for them to get out of the way of this'
easier
likely folk working with civil rights; the trend was concontender. Giles would have suspended Marichal
tinued with the guest list.
kind of brush-back pitch than from the shoulfor the rest of the season.
der pitch. With the latter, they didn't know
The flagrantly inappropriate guests were those companies
"I believe that this was a psychological, which way to duck. But they instinctively moved
and
training.
so seldom involved in apprenticeship
Marichal had knocked Maury back if the brush back was thrown in the general
On the social side — and there is no excuse for failure in emotional thing.
Ron Fairly direction of their heads. But, remember this:
this respect in the nation's capital — success was evident: Wills (Dodger shortstop) ahd
(Dodger outfielder) down. When he went up to hitters know when they're going to get knocked
both the President and the Vice-President spoke.
bat, he probably was expecting to be knocked down. They expect it, say, if they're in a hot
At the evening reception, VIPs were rampant. The Veep
SPRINGFIELD, Mass —
down himself. He was afraid that Sonny Kou- streak. But no pitcher actually tries to hit a (ANPI)—Shots have reportedly
returned. The chairman, F.D.R.. Jr. was present all evening.
down
him
knock
would
pitcher)
man. I think fans would do well to forget the been fired at the home of Mayor
Rep. Charles Diggs, Jr. (D. Mich) arrived late as Rep. James fax (Dodger
has decked a few guys goes up term beanball."
Charles V. Ryan. The mayor
Roosevelt. Both had to remain late to vote on an important Any guy who
there to the plate with apprehension.
moved his family
bill.
Quite often, Joe, you see players rushing had earlier
"I 'believe that Marichal instinctively hal on the field as if to do combat with their oppo- out of the home after he had
The State Department reception ended to be taken up at
received threats on the safety
the Washington Hilton Hotel; the White House conference Roseboro with the bat. If he hadn't had the bat nents. Are they actually as angry as they seem? of himself 'and his family.
with his
ended at the White House in the Rose Garden with the President in his hands, he would have hit him
Or is this just a show?
Mayor Ryan has recently
fist.
equating the Los Angeles rioters with the KKK.
"Oh, it's genuine anger—but only momen- come in for criticism by Spring"When I pitched, if I bad knocked the oth- tarily so. As soon as the crowd of players is field civil rights leaders for
MINOR MEMOS: Bill Williams, administrative assistant
down, I always went to bat dispersed, they return to the dugout and just violating the spirit of a truce
to Rep. Augustus E. Hawkins in town on business
. . Rep. er team's hitters
down myself. I thin talk about it. Of course, there are some guys arranged by the staff of GoverClarence Mitchell, director of the Washington Bureau of NAACP, expecting to be knocked
between
his mind."
to appear at a regional conference in California
who carry grudges all season long. But, gen- nor John A. Volpe
Rep. Adam this is what Marichal had on
Joe did not share the public's emotional con- erally, once the fight, or melee, is over, it's Mayor Ryan and civil rights
C. Powell addressing a poverty conference at the Cordon Bleu
cern over the incident. He was especially criti- forgotten. Maybe you don't shake a guy's hand leaders in Springfield over
in Buffalo for the new poverty director, Ambrose Lane . .
police brutality in the arrest
Rep. Patsy Mink (D. Hawaii) and Rep. John Conyers (D. Mich) cal of the hypocrisy of fans who do not com- the next day, hut you go ahead and play baseof nearly 20 Negroes,
oldressed 2,300 college students working here this summer... plain when hockey players hit each other over ball. Playing baseball is foremost on your mind."
Commenting on a forthcoming
the head with their sticks. He mentioned that in
•
Juan Marichal is the best right-handed pitch- march planned by the Springan earlier situation this season, when PhiladelBEST POVERTY LINE: Many stories abound in this town
er in baseball. As the time of the fracas with field chapter of CORE, Mayor
phia handyman Frank Thomas hit Richie Allen,
PRESIDENT HAILS ASTRONAUTS
about the poverty program handled by 0E0. The best line
Roseboro, he owned a 1.71 earned-run average Ryan had said openly: "Probat,
a
with
baseman,
Philadelphia third
comes from Mrs. Barbara Harris, President of Joseph Baker the
won 19 bames, losing only 9. He is paid vocations will be made; the in- President Lyndon B. Johnson congratulates Astronauts
had
and
he
but
suspended from the Phillies
Associates, a high-powered public relations firm in Philadelphia. Thomas was
$60,000 or more to pitch for the Giants. I asked citers are arriving. We will be Gordon Cooper and Charles Conrad from the porch of the
suspended by the league.
Said she in discussing the recent Urban League conference was neither fined nor
Joe if he thought the fine, suspension and na- tested mightily as few other 1,B.I Ranch in Johnson City, Tex, after the space twins
traded to the Houston Asnation hays
at the Eden Roc in Miami where the theme was poverty. Subsequently, he was
tional controversy would affect Marichal's pitch- communities in this
made the successful finish of a record-setting 120-orbit
been tested.
"There I was sitting in a suite that cost $3 more than my tros.
next several times out.
the
ing
Gemini-5 flight. (UPI Telephoto)
"People are -$"adistic about this thing—they
residents
"Negro and white
monthly rent — discussing poverty!"
"I think it will affect his pitching the firs
acteally don't like the fact that Marichal apoloare asked to avoid the areas oil
gized and Roseboro said the matter was closed the entire Giants team in their first two games demonstrations
that
(barring a possible civil suit.) The fans make following the incident. You can imagine
"This is not an outing. It is
this incident sound like a war. If the Dodgers everywhere they went, people were asking them: ...a serious confrontation to
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON — (UPI) — T h e United
Marichal?
with
wrong
What's
happened?'
'What
and Giants had been playing the next day, the
determine whether or not there States led the Soviet Union by more than 134 hours and severcrazy?."
the
will be law and authority in
park would have been full of fans who had come 'Is be
al million miles in the manned exploration of space.
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
city of Springfield.
a
This was the point the U. S. space program had scrambled
"There will be no retreat al- to reach, amid many a disappointing setback, since the mornthough civil rights leaders ap- ing of April 12, 1961, when Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin
Superb hospitality, golf and ver, Lonnie Wilson and Dollar
parently wish us to retreat.
Dr. Cook's barbecue at its best Sanders.
became the first man to make a cosmic voyage.
"They are looking for another
Golfing ladies in Detroit for
is what members of the Sam
The drama-filled 190-hour, 56-minute flight of Gemini 5
the
of
rights
The
Ala.
Selma,
Qualls Golf club found after the National are Odessa Dick
astronauts L. Gordon Cooper and Charles (Pete) Conrad
be
will
leaders
demonstration
and
ens,
.Cath
Helen Tarpley
athering and making the quick
practically every major endurance rerespected as long as they do stripped the Soviets of
Johnson.
to Caruthersville Missouri teen
the peace of this cord for manned spaceflight.
threaten
2
not
night
Thursday
Septertiber
st Wednesday for a day of
When Cooper and Conrad landed, the U. S. total for mancommunity."
golf accepting a extended in- at 8:30 P.M. is club meeting
in space reached 641 hours 33 minutes — more than 134
hours
time.
vitation from the personable
hours above the 507 hours 16 minutes in man-time logged by
and congenial Dr. and Mrs. F.
11 orbiting Russians.
W. Cook.
Cooper, the slender Shawkee, Okla., native w h n became
Cash,"
"Pop
Cash
Sr.,
James
the first man to make two trips intq orbit, claimed t h e imafter all these years in golf;)
portant individual records.
ing acquired a new name by
Si
Ffis time aboard Gemini 5 combined with the 34 hours 20
the Doctor "Stove Pipe." The
The Artists and Models Club
minutes he logged aboard the Mercury Faith 7 orbital voygood Doctor explained that he
gaVe him that nickname, after is presenting a show with a
age on May 15-16, 1963, gave him 225 hours 16 minutes in
JACKSON, Miss. — (ANPI) space. He eclipsed the old mark ot 119 hours, C minutes set
noticed that all Pop's shot were Mexican theme on Friday night
— Despite threats from the Ku
Sept. 3, at Club Paradise.'
"stove pipe straight."
years ago by Soviet Vostok 5 pilot Valery Bikivsky.
Klux Klan and other bitter-end twoConrad, with iao hours 56 minutes, ranked second to
The theme is "A Night in
If Samuel Crossley boasts
Mississippians
segregationists,
that he played the best golf of Acapulco Down Mexico Way —
have voted overwhelmingly to Cooper in all departments.
the group, he did at one point. South of the Border." Among
As of Sunday, the Russians could claim lout a pair of reease traditional state barriers
4
Ile found a gallery gathered at the personalities to be featured
voter
registrausit,4
•
— the most Cosmonauts sent into orbit. tt (compared
Negro
cords
against
that point and he proudly put during . the floor show are •
pended for 8. days and fined $1,750 tion.
with America's 10), and the only three-man flight, t h e oneleft,
Marichal,
Juan
Giant
the
VelSuspended
Exotic,
the
Senorita
threes.
and
twos
with
on a show
The amendment to the state day journey of Voskhod I last Oct. 12. All U. S. space jourfor attacking Dodger catcher John
Tones, Big Ella and the Paraplays the part of a fan at Forbes Field
Others enjoying golfing in
constitution marks a major neys have been made with one or two men.
hand.
dise
Candlestick
a
at
bat
with
Roseboro
Missouri were Athea Pyles,
advance for the moderates of
as he watches his team play the PittsThe affair is to begin' at
the state.
L011iSP Walker, Lueverne WilPark. (UPI Telephoto)
Marichal was susPirates,
burgh
A.M.
10
Goley, Lillian Wolfe, Banks
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taught in the summer at church Hatcher, all from
pow•em•••teemos•Noi schools,
Vorhees in Denmark, NEET end Dr. IKE

Chicago,
WATSON,
South Carolina and Okoloona Jr. and VERA and GERALD;
Jr. College. Mrs. Allen has a HOWELL and their tittle Rae.I
master's degree from the Uni- Others alternating between!
versity of Denver and is now a out of doors and the air condi-1 -ft
teacher at the Stafford Ele- ; tioned climes of the inside:
ELOISE
and
Dr.i ,
mentary School and a member! were:
•••
of Emmanuel Episcopal Church. ARTHUR FLOWERS, their
She is ensconced in the up- children, DENICE ELISE and
stairs apartment of JOHNETTA RICKY, KATHERINE and Dr.
HOZAY.
H. H. JOHNSON and their sons,
The AKAs feted the twenty HALVERN and KEITH, she's
eight graduates of the city high just back from a European
schools who're members of jaunt where she took her
By ERMA LEE LAWS
TIC with a dinner at the Wind- daughter to Spain where she's
Pretty American University Whittier, Jr., is home after ermere Town and Country studying at the Univeristy of
coed, BARBARA BRUCE was summer school at Tennessee Club. TIC, which means teen- Madrid; HARRIETT and
t
the inspiration for the bash State University.
agers incorporated is a club of MACE° WALKER and their
tossed by her aunt and uncle,
RUTH and JOHN PARKER high school girls under the daughter CANDY, LEOLA and
JULIA and Dr. LELAND L. and their Johnice motored sponsorship of the Alpha Kappa H. A. GILLIAM, MARGARET
ATKINS at their South Park- Ruth's brother, DR. J. V. Alpha Sorority.
an d Dr. FRED RIVERS,
way ranch home. Barbara, STRICKLAND home to MaryDr. OSCAR
and
the dinner JEWEL
followed
Dancing
who is a senior at the D.C. land State College and then
swains of the young SPEIGHT, and their son BILLY,
the
with
of
daughter
university, is the
Went on to New York to the damsels coming in after dinner VIVIAN and THOMAS WILLIS
and their ARCHIE and KEI.Dr. and Mrs. W. H. BRUCE, Fair and to visit their son,
to lead them in the latest
North
Winston-Salem,
CHARLES LLOYD. From New dances.
VIN, ANNIE LAURIE and
JR., of
Washfrom
here
flew
Carolina,
State Representative A. W
York they went to Massachuw ere
chaperoning
AKAs
atbeen
had
she
where
where
D.C„
Johnington
WILLIS and their ROSALYN,
setts, then to
tending summer school to visit ice saw the Smithsonian Insti- CLEO TURNER. MARY MICHAEL, ARCHIE and STEI'
GLORIA HANIE, Atty. B.
her relatives.
tute, President Ken- HELEN HARGROVE,
F. JONES,
LOIS
Young people asked in to nedy's grave, the Capitol and LINDSEY, and VELMA
JUANITA and JOHNNIE AR
the
of
Basileus
meet the charming young coed other educational sights. Then, JONES who is
NOLD and their son TWIFFIE,
were: JANET PATTERSON, it was on to Toledo, where they Sorority.
IDA and B. G. OLIVE, Jr.,
MOZELLA MITCHELL, wife CECELIA and LAWRENCE
the Atkinses' niece, who will saw John's relatives, Savanenter Fisk University this fall, nah Jones and Billy Coleman, of Pinkston Mitchell has taken WESTLEY and their small
ANNIE RUTH TERRELL, ED- on to Fox Lake, then Chicago, a leave from Owen College to daughter ELLA LOUISE, IDA
WARD HARRIS, TERRY HAR- where they visited Ruth's rela- teach at Virginia State Col- MAE and SQUIRE H. T.
RIS, GERALDINE GAY, DR. tives, Molllson Ingram and lege in Norfolk. Mr. Mitchell is LOCKARD, JOSEPH SHANM. THARPE, Seway Richmond.
ROBERT
the suave manager of the NON and his sons, JOSEPH,
GEORGE A. LOWE, JOYCE
CHEW, MERTIS
Guesting with ATTY. A. A. Windermere Town and Coun- Jr. and
L. MASS and MAE BYAS, "DOC" LATTING is his Chi- try Club.
EWELL and Atty. A. A. LATglorious
on
that
NELSON
to
LESLIE
gone
Mrs.
has
who
TING, ROBBIE and Dr. A. E.
cago school teacher sister,
Randle is in Chicago visiting RANKINS, and SUE ISH,
first year in college at Dickin- JEAN LATTING BAILEY.
FOUR GENERATIONS — When Dr. and Mrs. John E. JorNashville; her father, Rev. Scovell Richardson, retired
son College.
And farther down the street her nieces Mrs. MARJORIE widow of the founder of the
minister and school principal, holding John E. Jordan,
Still others enjoying delec- from them on Quinn, FANNIE EDWARDS and Mrs. BEVER- club, Dr. G. W. STANLEY ISH, dan visited his parents and his grandfather In Nashville reand Dr. Charles Julian Walker, stepfather of Dr. Jordan,
tables and the latest dances and DORSEY WEST have as LY WISE. From Chicago she and her daughter, ETTA SUE cently, it was a reunion of four generations of the family.
Seated from left are Mrs. C. J. Walker, mother of Dr. Jorwere: PAULETTE BRINKLEY, their houseguests Chicagoans will go to Detroit to visit her and niece MARY ISH from
Standing in rear are Dr. and Mrs. John E. Jordan, Jr. Dr.
dan, who is an English teacher at Pearl High school in
CARLA ANN ALLEN, ANNE IRMA CURRIE, who is a nephew and his family, MELBA Rockford, Illinois.
Jordan is a Memphis dentist.
•
BURFORD, DR. JOHN SMITH, housing specialist and school and Dr. QUINCY JOHNSON Other members of the club
CAROL McDANIEL, JOSEPH teacher, MARGARET WEST. a n d their little SHELIA. are Oscar SIMPSON, JOHN
STOVALL, JOAN HARNew York City school teacher QUINCY is an osteopath.
GAMMONS, EDGAR YOUNG,
GROVES, TROY KING, JOHN and former Memphian DOR- Mrs. ETHEL SMITH and her ROBE RT MEBANE, Dr.
DAVIS
HICKERARNOLD III, JANA
OTHY WILLIS is visiting her sisters, Mrs. CLYDE
ARTHUR EARL HORNE, ON- Stamps get into the jewelry
MAUDETTE parents, Mr. and Mrs. AR- SON, Mrs. RITTER GREENE
ROWAN
ZIE HO RN E, WHITTIER act.
been
had
who
BROWNLEE, TONY WALKER, NETT WILLIS on Alston.
Chicago
of
SENGSTACKE, JOHNNY MIL- Authentic old issues have
PICKETT,
THEODORE
Mrs. MICHIO NOBUMOTO dividing her time between her LIAMS, ERNEST BRAZZLE, been shellacked to shiny newFLOYD PRICE and DENICE has jetted it home to Los An- sisters to Indianapolis, Indiana, ERNEST PAYNE, U.S. Asst. ness and serve as eye-catching
PRICE.
geles after visiting her par- phis and also motorinj with the Atty,General C. 0. HORTON, charms that dangle from Coro
Assisting the Atkinses at the ents, Mr. and Mrs. Larkin, out sisters to Inidanapolis. Indiana and ERNEST ABRON.
bracelets and pendants,
party and enjoying themselves in Binghampton. Mrs. Nobu- was their niece, Mrs. HELEN,
also were: RUTH and ROB- MOTO, a Los Angeles teacher, MANN of Brownsville. In InERT LEWIS, DENISE HAWK- is the former LENA RUTH dianapolis the matrons will at-'
INS. HARRIETT and MACE01:LARKIN and prior to coming tend the wedding of their niece,;
WALKER, and ORPHELIA here she and her husband had Miss CLEOTRIA FRYE a !
former Memphian and Theoand DR. JAMES BYAS and vacationed in Hawaii.
their cousin WILLIAM JOINMrs. CHARLES FORTSON dore Jackson of Indianapolis.
Baltimore.
SON from
has winged it home to Dayton, The ladies will also visit
By RUTH BURNETT
RUTH and ROBERT LEWIS Ohio, where her physician bus. Cairo, Chicago and Decatur,
medium Louisiana yams
1 can (1 pound, 4 ounces)
feted Barbara with dinner at band was awaiting the arrival Illinois.
ANPI Food Editor
which
to
Restaurant
DOROTHY
Luau
and
W.
J.
the
minted pineapple
of his wife and children,
2 tablespoons grated orange
/
she was escorted by Dr. John CHARLES, JR., DAVID and GREEN from Cairo. Illinois So many dthes have become 11
Smith. Also enjoying the Poly- STEPHEN. Lois visited her were here over the week-end traditional on the American
peel
nesian atmosphere and par- parents, Rev. and Mrs. AR- visiting aunts, Mrs. ETHEL table that every now and then,
1 tablespoon cornstarch
taking of the island fare were THUR BURNLEY on South SMITH, Mrs. CLYDE HICK- it is well to try a new combine- /
2 cup orange juice
1
1 cinnamon stick (about 3
ERSON and Mrs. MARIE tion of meat and potatoes. For
ANNE BURFORD with DR. Parkway.
a change, how about Yams and
: inches long)
ROBERT MAURICE THARPE, Handsome physicist PHILLIP WARDLOW.
This
Lamb.
will
welcome
a
be
MRS. ROBERT S. LEWIS, SR., BROOKS jetted it back to Chatting with Congressional
2 teaspoons dried mint leaves
/
11
and MRS. LEWIS MOORE of Rochester, New York, where he Secretary MARJORIE ULEN, change from pork, and lamb
1/4 cup firmly-packed brown
down
price.
currently
in
is
Waco, Texas.
sugar
is in the Research Department we learned that her daughter,
We're sure the friendship of
Rub lamb with combined salt,
-- of Eastman Kodak Company. LYNNE will enter Howard Uni- According to the American
deepen
will
is
Anne
a Lamb Council, fresh lamb pepper and cloves. Place on
Barbara and
He was here visiting his par. versity this Fall. LYNNE
when they both return to their ents, Rev. and Mrs. E. P. Junegradute of Manasass and should be removed from the rack in shallow roasting pan;
at
is
Anne
universities.
wrapping when brought home. bake in 325 degree (slow) oven
Co-Ette.
D. C.
BROOKS, his sisters, Mose an I-Lnorary
Howard, you know„ where she Yvonne, who teaches French The Les Elite Bridge Club It should be stored in the 1 hour.
has racked up a number of at Douglass High and attended surprised club member ELMA coldest part of the refrigerator, Meanwhile, cook yams, covbeauty titles.
a French Institute in Colorado "BIDDIE" MARDIS with a uncovered or very loosely ered, in boiling salted water
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT S. this summer; Phyllis, who was baby shower at her beautiful wrapped with waxed paper. 25 to 30 miuutes or until nearly
LEWIS, SR. have had as their recently named an Area Super. Bridgeport Drive home. MILD- Liver, kidney or heart do not tender. Drain; peel and halve
recent house guest, their visor in the city schools, Mona, RED HORNS was the culprit keep as well as muscle meats lengthwise. Drain pineapple, reELDRIDGE Louise, who just got her mas- who spirited Biddie away'from and unless they are to be eaten serving syrup.
MRS.
cousing
McDONALD. from Louisville, ter's in Math at Peabody Col- home in order that prepare- soon, it is well to freeze or preIn sauce pan mix brown:
Kentucky. Mrs. McDonald was lege and will begin teaching tions could be made for the cook them.
sugar, orange peel and cornon her way home from WIC*. math at Tennessee State Uni- party.
Zero temperature, or lower, starch. Stir in orange juice, •
ticning in Hot Springs.
versity this fall, his sister and
You can imagine her sur- is best for storing frozen lamb. pineapple syrup and cinnamon
And SHARON LEWIS, daugh- brother-in-law CHAR. prise when she came home to Once defrosted, the lamb should stick. Cook and stir until
_
has
ROBERT
and
RUTH
ter of
dining room table de- be cooked as soon as possible. thickened and clear. Drain
LoTTE and SAMUEL POLK, find h
jeted it home after spending who also teach, and his broth. corated with storks and the Once cooked, if you wish to drippings from lamb; begin
six weeks in Los Angeles visit- er, Frederick, who will follow beautiful bassinnett which her store it, remember to cover the basting meat with pineapple.
ing her aunt and uncles, MAR- in the Brooks tradition and en- mother, Mrs. Walter HubGard Iamb to prevent drying. A orange sauce.
.1,
JORIE and WILBUR PUGH, ter Fisk this fall.
had made for her; in the small amount to be stored
;
Bake 11
2 hours longer, or
/
4,, -‘
10S*Ai• 4.4
\( •11
ELOISE and Atty. WILLARD
0
.4
;we
I
:
MARIE BRADFORD is back center of the den floor over- should be cut from the bone until meat thermometer regt
* ,Irtit,04% • I
'el
. .r T4
CLARENCE from Chicago where she visit- flowing with brightly colored and wrapped. This prevents
and
WOODS
1
.
•k
A
't„it/ Ok
ister 175 degree for medium ;1•4:1.1.
k.. f .%%cf4,tt•op,ti
"..,‘
LEWIS. This little lady who is ed her sister, Helen who re- gifts and friends and family drying and saves storage space. doneness, basting
occasionally:
a tenth grader at Hamilton turned the compliment and members there to greet her.
Louisiana yams make a fine Arrange yams around lamb last
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Davis, Jr.
High, is fast becomig a "Vet- came along with Marie to visit Members of the Les Elite vegetable accompaniment for half-hour of baking; baste.
eran Traveler."
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. a r e DOROTHY MOSELEY, lamb. Color and nutritional Add pineapple and mint to
, lace
Other vacation returnees are WILLIAM BRADFORD on La- ELLA MAE HEWITT, DORO- value combine to make this remaining sauce.
I James Taylor served the
Heat and
ELDERIDGE
EVELYN and
tham. Helen is now a Chicago THY EVANS, DELORES dish appealing and healthy.
groom as best man. Groomsserve with lamb. Garnish lamb
Mrs.
mother,
CASH, their
schoolmarm.
BOONE, BERNICE BROOKS,
• •
•
men were Larry Bingham.
and yams with parsley, if
pre-teen
and
HARRIS
PEARL
After a delightful experience ANNIE MARIE GREENE, Two recipes for lamb and desired.
Charles Allen, Everett MontTHOMPSON,
PAULA
niece,
teaching in Headstart JESSIE WILMA SUEING, ANITA yams are:
gomery, Alfred Farmer, Milton
who're also back from Los An- PRESLEY went up to Saginaw, SUGGS, RUTHIE STRONG.
WILD
A
Hardy, brother of the bride,
PLANTATION LAMB
geles where they toured Disney- Michigan to get her children, ERNESTINE CUNNINGHAM,
wild
TURKEYturkey can spot you
AND YAMS
• and Daniel Davis, brother of
land. Knotts Berry Farm, Regina and Kevin who had and ELIZABETH DURHAM.
through a knothole 50 yards
the groom.
(Makes 6 servings)
Marineland, Farmer's Market, been visiting their Grand- Members of Biddies family
5 pound boned rolled lamb away. Or so they say. Don't Miss Gracie Hardy, daughter Matron of honor was Mrs. The flower girl was Stephen*
Palisades, Beverly Hills, Bel- mother, Mrs. LEONA PRES- sharing her joy were her husever wear red and black clothes of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hardy,'Mary Davis, sister-in-law of the ie Tooles, daughter of Mrs. yeshoulder
Air homes and were enter- LEY since early summer.
band, WILLIAM, her parents,
1 teaspoon salt
turkey hunting. To easily spot- and Danny Davis, Jr., son of:groom. Bridesmaids were Miss Tooles, and the ringbearer war
tained by their sister and
TILLIE WHALUM decided to Mr. and Mrs. WALTER L. '4 teaspoon pepper
ted. Green, brown or camou- Mr. and Mrs. Danny Davis, Sr. Cheyenne Deener, Miss Hazel Ronnie Hardy, nephew of t111`
brother-in-law, former Mem- celebrate her birthday and her HUBBARD, Sr., her brother and
42 teaspoon cloves
Johnso9, Miss Theresa Robin. bride and son of Mr. and Mrik.
flaged clothing is the stuff.
phiana PEARL and ANDREW husband's which are a few sister-in-law. GLADYS and Dr.
made nuptial vows recently at I
son, Miss Eleanor K. Houston; Milton Hardy.
PERRY at the fashionable res- days apart, by joining him in WALTER L. H4T BBARD
the Pleasantview B apt ist land Miss Jean Alexander.
A reception followed immedt-:.
Los
taurants on La Cienega Blvd. Atlanta where Harold who is who're
from
visiting
church. Rev. J. H. Walker offi- Their- dresses were pastel ately after the ceremonies
sisters
When the Whittier Seng- vice president and Actuary of Angeles,
her
and
ciated.
floor length gowns of silk and the church parlor.
stackes, with their ETHEL Union Protective, was on a MARY ALICE McWILLIAMS.
Mo.
--ar
MARIE and FREDDY motored business trip for the company. MARGARET'STRONG, EDITH
off to Chicago they had the
EMMA
In Atlanta which, is a pretty MARIE WILLIAMS and
best of intentions of having a romantic spot for this couple JEAN STOTTS.
wonderful time seeking rela- as they met there while both The Tri-State Sportsman's
tives and friends in their old were at Atlanta University, Club chose the Windermere
home town, but as fate would they stayed at the Holiday Inn Town and Country Club to have
have it, Mattie came down with and caught Bill Doggett at the their annual fish fry. The club
a virus and wound up in Carousel.
lent itself well to the activities
the hospital for most of their
rd.
JO LOUISE JOHNSON of' in which the members and
••••
stay.
her their families chose to indulge.
and
Houston, Texas
!
Bo
Their teenage Freddy had a pretty Howard University coed There was the pool for those
ball for all of them, frequent- daughters, JO LOUISE and who chose this form of relaxaMA.
ing the teen age night clubs on CARMEN have motored in to tion games with family groups
Rush Street and Old Town and visit with their aunts and participating and just plain rerenewing old friendships. When uncles, the J. A. BEAU- laxing for others.
they first got there, teenagers CHAMPS at their South Park- Members of the club and their
CHRISTY HAYNES and WIL- way residence. The coeds are families enjoying the Sunday
LIAM ATKINS were also there. also the daughters of Dr. outing were: NELL and Dr.
Christy, a technicolor beauty MORDECAI JOHNSON, Jr., of TI:ERON NORTHCROSS with
with her natural red tresses,
Washington, D.C.
their son REGGIE. JOYCE and
is a June graduate of BerA very welcome addition to HOWARD PINKSTON with
trand and a Kappa deb, re- our fair city is Mrs. PAULINE their children, PAULA, "RIP"
mains in Chicago visiting her ALLEN from Columbus, Miss. and GENE. MARIA and Dr.
ONE WEEK
sister, AUDREY JOHNSON, She is the widow of Dr. JAMES CHARLES PINKSTON a n d
HAIR DR SSINC3
ONLY
who is a psychiatric social L. ALLEN and the former Prin- their little ones, NICCI, TOYA
worker.
cipal of Union Academy Ele- and CARMEN, TAYLOR and
; Freddie and Ethel Marie mentary School in Columbus. A FRANCES HAYES, AUGUSTA
•
• NEVER TOO LIGHT...NEVER TOO HEAVY... ALWAYS MT MOT
took Christy with them to the graduate of Livingstone College and HARRY CASH, YVONNE
of
home
country
Yellow Lake
she was honored by her alma and HORACE WALLACE and
• GENTLY CONTROLS YOUR HAIR AND NUKES IT MANAGEMILE
Low Dawn
their uncle John Sengstacke, mater by being named "Alum- their children, SYLVIA. CAR• GIVES YOUR HAIR THAT CASUAL, SMART LOOK YOU DESIRE
Payment
the
of
personnel
the
all
whore
nus of the Year" three years MEN and CHERYL, Dr. B. F.
• AMERICA'S FAVORITE HAIR &QOM AT ANY'nu
Chicago DEFENDER 'tv e r e . ago. She is a Past President of McCLEAVE, TILLIE and HAR__
Terms
To Fit
guests of Publisher Seng-,the Mississippi Medical, Dental OLD WHALUM and their sons.
Your
Budget
stacke.
and Pharmaceutical Auxiliary SKIPPER and ROY. MARY
TUC iht
The Memphis youngsters en • !and a member of Zeta Phi Beta ROSE and SAMUEL JOHNjoyed dancing, boating, water Sorority of which she was form- SON. Jr., and his sister, Mrs
fok fij,&tad
skiing and picnicking at the eri y South Central Regional.RICHARD (Lillian) HATCHER
Buchanan, Michigan summeri Director.
Southern
of
University
and who
fiCt
home to their hearts' content.1 She is also a member of the Illinois daughter, VALERIE
1278 Madison Ave.
275-3109
The Sengstackes' oldest son,Episcopal Church and has HATCHER and niece Sandra
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For A Welcome Change
Try Lamb And Yams
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FREE NOME
SNOWING
TODAY
CALL
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WIGS...Free Home Showing
WIGS...Extra Long Hair
WIGS...All Colors
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Big Desegregation In Dixie Schools

La. Vote Official On 'Racial Limb'

to, nith someone who is willing to community.'
NEW ORLEANS — ( UPI) —,ly stalling off their efforts
abide by the law of the land." we have registered Negroes
P. Galling. register to vote,
A.
Registrar
Voter
over whites 14-1. He added that
Donzalleigh and Juandalynn. said -It's going to be real house prepared to hire more
Negro leaders asked Gov. McKeithen refused.
west side of town
BY AL BUETTNER
one of four Negro applicants
is John J. McKeithen to fire Gal- in Baton Rouge, Mayor W.
The five children, accom- The chiidren were animated %Wet here."
he
Negroes
to
show
clerks
innerApparently it would be days
,, vowed to "find and is illiterate and Negro
linghouse and "replace him w. pumas
ATLANTA, Aug. ;UPI) —.paniet; by their mothers, ar- but unafraid.
deliberatecharge,
as
they
not,
90-1.
whites
outnumber.
actual
ates
of
extent
have
total
the
beore
baby
who
a
who
was
persons
prosecute
The South desegregated public rived a few minutes later than Yolanda,
illiterateo,
bombed three buildings occu-• The registrar said
hour when King's home was bomb- school integration in the South
I
schools on a massive scale. the scheduled opening
more time to register
places
require
past'
of
number
a
In
the
Is
known.
in
the
Ala.,
in
Negroes
,
by
pied
Montgomery
ed
white
in
but several hundred
previously had Eg
Hundrec.s of Negro children,
month, the latest Wednesday than other applicants, some of
pupils, teachers and parents early days of his integration Negroes who
them as much as 30 minutes.
r. • idling those of Dr. Martin still were in the yard. They struggles, complained lo udl y registered for white schools
night.
Horace Bynum, president of
up.
show
not
did
a
pencil".
have
don't
"I
that
of
curiosity
white
joined
out
Jr.,
in
briefly
The bombing tore a hole
• ..las King
stared
• I
the NAACP in New Orleans,
County,
(Nashville)
Eerrien
right,
"All
said,
mother
sip.
Her
Most
arrivals.
Negro
Negro
at the
. the roof of a crowded
pupils without incident,
asked that Gallinghouse be
Ga. Superintendent Losssie L.
know the identity let's go."
'nightclub in Baton Rouge. No
haven't had a single peered not to
fired.
They entered the school Gaskins said 32 Negroes who
l one was injured. Dumas charg- He charged Gallinghouse "deof the new pupils.
call," said Dr. Allen Smith, The King children were out of building quietly and a police. had been approved for transfer
intentionally
and
pests. Re- ed he explosion was an effort liberately
Geo%la's associate school the car first, followed by the man on the corner — the only to four white sebools went to WASHINGTON — (UPI) — mies of other cotton
e "drive a wedge. between the employed devices and subterdone ti
hadn't
that
Pests
sult:
tes of this fuges to slow down the orderearoes and
three Abernathys — Ralph Ill, officer 0-i duty at the school — Negro schools.
Cotton is the largest U.S. cash
suptleintendent.
,
much damage before now be.
Gallinghouse said he would 1 y process of voter
crop. About 12 million AmenThlk v•as the first time that
• temporary clerical help to toiriano
. to cotton• hire
. threats
serious
came
can
,y such as requiring too
cans depend directly on cotton
more than token integration
Efforts to control the boll . free more deputies for actual ]
identification documents.
for their livelihood. Cotton ex.
had come to Dixie. Figures
new . registering of Negroes.
The NAACP and several othcreated
had
thus
weevil
billion
ports amount to nearly $1
nere unavailable on the extent
baGs allinghouse said there is no er organizations are sponsormenaces and, in the nieantime,
Negro complaint. ing a campaign to register
is
a year. So a failure in this inof actua: race mixing but it was
. for the
had failed to make permanent
e saidsince registration be- 40,000 Negroes. A white camk
dustry, as a panel of the Presi•
more extensive than in previous
,
wee•
boll
the
against
headway
San under federal require- paign launched Monday is aimitself.
dent's Science Advisory Cornyears.
ments Aug. II his office has ing for 66,000 white registra• rnittee recently pointed out, The chemical industry did its regtstered 3,755 Negroes and
' We are not keeping records
tions, but it has not gained
disaster.
national
a
be
would
whites—an average 405 per nuch steam.
on whether the pupils are white
peri. best. It came up with arsenical 260
day.
311
Negroes
Wednesday
,
For 70 years cotton has
or Negro; we are determined to WASHINGTON — (Special to turn to t h e i r negotiations White House.
McKeithen said there was no
compounds, DDT, and a series. add 19
whites registered.
evidence Gallinghouse has been
run a:school system," said Dr. the Defender) — President they will be aware of the im- None of the participants would oascany been threatened with of poisons known as cholorina
to.
"Of these registrants, 713 stalling registration and until
'ts for doom. It has survived by virtue ted hydrocarbons. Some worked
John Letson, Atlanta school Johnson's "twist their arm and portance of their efforts
comment on the prospects
lean on 'em" technique worked every man and woman in this a settlement.
fine, for a while. Others killed were Negro illiterates who there is he will not act against
weriptendent.
temporary
of
succession
of
"a
•
and
health
the
night as he per- country, and to
livestock and honer bees, as could sign their names and 97 the registrar.
directive earlie= this year again Monday
Bynum also called for the
and labor the vitality of our economy Johnson told them that a reprieves."
well as the cotton pests, and who signed with an "X", Galfrom the U.S. Deeartment of suaded managementstrike for a around the world.
X.X1-1
"tragic
linghouse said,
appointment of Negro deputy
strike would have
Sooner or later,• to w are' off damaged the soil.
•
Health. Educatior. and Wel- to call off a steel
Only eigh hours before he I, sequences to the Americanl
4
•
catastrophe, science To cut a long story short. It It can readily be seen that registrars.
!ultimate
fare, requiring that school week.
- •------President, acting as his went on television, the Pres- economy and would jeopardize
systems must comply with the The
must come up with a better now appears that all the cotton
White ,
the
at
met
had
ident
agreement
won
mediator,
own
resisdevelop
eventually
pests
1964 'Civil Rights Las/ or _lose
strenght.
than merely temporary defense,
union s and management House with the negotiators he U.S. Military
tance against all the poisons
all federal school funds, was from
put over their deadline for had summoned from Pittsburgh An old bargainer himself in against the enemies of cotton.
that have been used against
the instrument used to break to national steel strike until and gave them an urgent oleo
President
the
circles,
a
bar.
political
--Who are these enemies? They them.
down,, token integration
for a- strike-free settlement in
midnight, Sept. 8.
•
was
se. was quoted as saying he
riers,
are insects and spider mites, If somehow the doll weevil
The Chief Executive went on their interests or national
hopeful "that they not plant their more than 100 species in all. could be eradicated, insecticidI Several systems, including television to announce the urity.
Atlanta, decided to open school agreement 27 hours before the For an hour in the White feet in concrete" in considering Time was when nature kept es would no longer be needed,
doors to all applicants, provid- economy-crippling walkout was House cabinet room, he gave their positions.
most of these enemies under and natural enemies could re.
ed there were seats available. scheduled to begin.
them what his press secretary It was, he told them, "an fairly good control. Various sume their control over the
age Mr. Johnson said the steel described as a "strong, unemoRUBY, S.C. — (UPI) — The sail. "I was just a country boy
King, whose school
predators, parasites and virus- other cotton pests.
children II; ye been in private union and management rep- tional, straightforward appeal unusual opportunity to prove es destroyed them even as they The era of "temporary re- Ruby School District dropped up there trying to get this apracial barriers at its one proved so we could go to work."
schools until now, enrolled a resentatives would continue as leader of the country for that the free enterprise syshtem were destroying cotton.
prieves" would be ended.
Approval of Ruby's integrathird grade son, Martin Luther their efforts to reach agree• them to put the national interest and collective bargaining can A cotton farmer could plant The only hope the panel could school and inadvertently won
the distinction of becoming the tion plan was announced by the
King III, and a fifth grade m.ent in bargaining sessions in first."
reasonable ex- offer was mere years of re- f i r st
the
work."
with
crop
a
an hour after deintegrated
government
completely
daughter, Yolanda, in Atlanta's Washington.
There was no response from; Later, while intensive bar- pectation that the odds were in search
school district in the nation.
segregated classes began in its
Spring Street School which had The President said:
his
was
on
and labor officials,'gaining was under way, Johnson his favor. Nature
The change, putting 120 Ne- school.
'This morning I requested the industry
been segregated until Monside.
immediately began non- ,
a
groes in classes with 450 white
Dwight
that there be no shutdown of who
day.
The district's one school unPresident
former
invited
Labor
the
production stop bargaining with
children, came without inci- til Thursday had served only
to the White The odds changed around
Enrolled in the school at the operations and that
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Humphrey Proposes Five-Point
Program To Help The Retarded
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Chicago 'Misfits'
For Riot Troubles
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areas
off
the syrup. An extra dash of lemon juice gives
ate of Douglass High school.

African Leader Pleads
For World Cooperation

Ilk
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•Miss Ishamael Hostess
During Recent Dinner

Fashon Show

College
Choirs On
ABC Radio

Alva Crivens Back
From YWCA Camp

77ie Fast
Gourmet

l

With our New Lighting Display
I lungs are Bright as Day .
You can Shop PRYOR with Delight
,
1;0Ih DAY and NIGHT
OPEN TILL 9 P.M.

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION World Service
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If
If
If
If
If
If
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NO SIT DOWN PAYMENTS
t. .$21511
S1196 '44 CHIT. IMPALA
& heater.
0-dr.. automatic, R&H, w-w tires power Sport Coupe, power glide, radio
w-w tiros, power Mooring A brakes, facbrakes & staerlde, fly. air, 21,000 one
tory air.
owner Miles.
' $3115 '63 OLDS "Si"
$2196
'dd OLDS STARIFIRE
tires,
Automatic, radio, heater. white wail
power eteering k Drakes, elec. windows,
eeata. 9.000 act, miles, factory air,

Luxury Sedan, automatic, R&H, w-w tire..
Power brakes & steering, elec. windows &
seats, loctory air.

13611
'66 01.01 DYNAMIC
Convertible. automotic. radio, heater, w-w
tire,. power steering & brakes. factory
air. two to chooae from lies than 2,000

$1991
'63 OLDS 11-111
2-Dr. coupe. automatic. R&M w-w tires.
power steering and brakes, factory air.
One owner ear. Ten to MOM from.

miles.

11191
'61 FORD COUNTRY SODIR1 • •51291 62 OLDS ITARIlitl
Hardtop, automatic, r&h, w-w tires, pow,moon. Cruia-o-rsatio. rib,
Station'
er steering & brake*. eleetrie Windowa &
tire,, power steering, One sweet.
car.
clean
extra
air,
factory
$3393 seats.
'64 OLIN JITIITAR
51511
4-dr , automatic, radio & heater. w-w tire', '63 MUCUS? MUIR
Auto, R&H, TM tires. 'hirer steering
power stooring A brakes, factory air. still
end brakes. V-S. 21,000 actual mile,.
in factory wty.
.5411 '61 OLDS II
S1395
it WICK
/memoir. w. Urea extra clean
Hydromatic. RAH, w-w Urea, power brakm
Shall and
F41
OLDS
43
steering, ftv. air, 32,00 inc owner
tirw,
w-w
miles.
4-dr. sedan, automatic
power steefilig A brakes, faCtory air, law
110111
'NI OLDS SUFI, Si
aim owner.
4-door sedan. Auto. Alai, power steering
444/1
'63 OLDs "ler
air. I owner car.
Factory
Draken.
and
Custom hardtop, radio & heater. w-w
ASS
window. • 'MI 01.01 "eV
Ur". power 'costing, otos.
SI.
4-4r. automatic, air condition, Ir•mStfre
seats. factory air, One ovary car,
$411 '60 T.111R0
51115
119 CHIT
pass,. automatic, Auto
eta, Wifri.
power
tires,
RAH,
tic,
lloWlitmed.
h brakes, factory ale, one owner.
11111
MD M. SUDAN
'63
$ 11111
PONTIAc
I pads. itetlea Wagon, Cruis-o-matic rib.
heater. W-le tires,
vt-w tiro power 'tearing, 290 engine, T-I, 4-dr. automatic, radio
condition.
air
puff.
raotory air, °Meth
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Airlifts Goods
To Chile

you are clean and tired of high rates
you have lost your license
you are about to loose your license
you need an SR -22 filing at once
you have under age 25 problems
you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-1715

90% of our ears listed below are one owner TRADE-INS on Pryor 0146.
BANK FINANCING
'61 OLDS

a lovely lift.
PEAR VICHYSOISE (CHEF PLATZER'S
RECIPE)*
1 2 of
Slice the white parts of 2 large leeks and /
a large white onion. Saute gently without coloring
In 2 tablespoons butter about 3 minutes. Add 12
ounces potatoes (that's about 3 medium sized potatoes, peeled and thinly sliced) and 2 medium sized
pears, also peeled and sliced. Then add 4 cups chicken
or until tender.
NEW YORK, N.Y. — Mercy broth. Cook about 20 minutes
Let cool, then puree the mixture in a blender
airlifts of antibiotics, blankets
and warm clothing for survi- turning it on and off several times so that it does
vors of Chile's violent winter not become too smooth. Stir in 4 cups light cream.
storms were launched in preof nutdawn hours by Church World Season to taste with salt, pepper and it dash
Service, it was announced here meg. Just before serving add 1 diced and lightly
by James MacCracken, execu- cooked pear and decorate each portion with a sprig
tive director of the Protestant
of watercress. Serve very chilled.
overseas relief agency.
T e n thousand tetracycline PEAR VICHYSOISE (FAST GOURMET VERSION)*
capsules, 3,800 doses of anti.
Place 1 cup drained, sliced, canned pears in a
measles vaccine, 2,000 blankets
and wash off the syrup with cold waand 10,000 pounds of clothing wire strainer
are being airlifted on flights ter. Save about 1'3 cup of the pears for a garnish.
out of Philadelphia and John F. Mash the rest with a fork. Place mashed pears in a
Kennedy international airports
along with 1 can frozen, condensed cream
by Eastern, Northeast and Na- saucepan
tional airlines to Miami. LAN- of potato soup, 1 can condensed cream of chicken
Chile Airlines is donating space soup, 2 soup cans milk. Add
teaspoon garlic pow.
from Miami to Santiago.
Simmer 5 to 8 minof
nutmeg.
grains
a
few
and
der
supFirst shipments of relief
lemon juice. Chill
fresh
tablespoon
1
Add
utes,
Santiago
in
plies have arrived
MacCracken. thoroughly and serve in frosty cold cups garnished
to
according
Meanwhile an additional 29,000 with the diced rinsed pears and watercress. Makes
pounds of clothing processed for
shipment at the Church World 6 to 8 servings.
Service Center in Modesto,
STARRING PEAR VICHYSOISE
Calif., for Lutheran World Re-'I
Pear Vichysoine*
Vet, will be flown to Panama!
Grilled Lamb Balls with Bay Leaves
by Pan American Airways, midi
from there to Santiago he PellFresh Broccoli
agra.
Canned Beet Salad
Floods and snowslides have
Frozen Pineapple Parfait Cake
wrought havock in 22 of Chile's
PEAR VICHYSOISE*.,. (Use either Chef Plat.
25 provinces, causing them to
be declared disaster area a. zees or the Fast Gourmet version).
One hundred are known dead,
GRILLED LAMB BALLS WITH BAY LEAVES
70,000 homeless and 5,000 isolatserve 6, season 2 pounds chopped lamb or lamb
ed by an avalanche.
The storm front extends for patties with 1 teaspoon salts, 14 teaspoon white pepper,
,000 miles between Coquimbo 1 tablespoon instant onions. Form into 18 round balls.
and Puerto Montt, where floods
of a bay leaf between each
have swept over the country Place on skewers with ti
and have isolated Valparaiso, ball. Allow to stand on the skewers until dinner time.
a nd
Concepcion. Brush with bottled Italian dressing and broil about
Santiago
Thirty thousand residents were
3 minutes on each side or until done to suit your testa
evacuated from Santiago.

or

948-1776

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
988 Miss Blvd.
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAX
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. . 1695
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54.13
1595
'
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57.00
1450
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595 ...... 28.64
<<- 58 CHEV., 2 Dr. H.T
26.1C
450
57 CHEV., 2 Dr., H.T
47.36
1195
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795
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PO Begins 3-Man Task Force
To Reinforce Job Equality
Twenty-one faculty members tat stipend, with one quarter.
from colleges and universities coming from the faculty memaffiliated with the United Negro ber's individual college. Dr.
College Fund received grants Patterson stressed that the
for a year of pre-doctoral study, fellowship program is designed
it was announced this week by to strengthen faculties and imUNCF president Dr. Frederick prove the quality of instruction
D. Patterson.
in the Fund's member colleges.
Included in the group is a for- In addition to Mr. Tate, the
mer Memphian, Douglas T. other fellowship winners are
Tate, son of Mrs. Queen Esther John F. Hatchett and John C.
of 1046 Overton Park Ave., and Moore, Bennett college; Miss,
the late Mr. Cassell Tate.
Willa E. Daughtry, Hampton
Mr. Tate is pursuing studies Institute; Mrs. Martha T. Cur.;
toward a doctorate in education ry, Huston-Tillotson; Miss Eve-.
at the University of Oklahoma lyn E. Hallman and Eldred D.
at Stillwater. He is a member Davis, Knoxville college, and
of the faculty of Oakwood col- Mrs. Elynor P. Groves, Morelege at Huntsville, Ala.
house college.
The Ph.D. candidates are to Also Rev. Ellis H. Rece, Jr.,
engage in specialized research Paine college; Theodore R. Porand advanced studies at 14 in- tis, Philander Smith college;
stitutions of higher learning, James F. Wise and Robert A.
and will return to their respec- Smithey, St. Augustine's coltive schools on completion of lege, and James N. Harris,
their graduate work.
Tuskegee Institute.
PART OF SALARY
Individuals receiving GenerThe fellowships, awarded by al Education Board-sponsored
the UNCF, were made possible fellowships are Adebisi 0. Otu•
through grants obtained from deka, Bennett college; Mrs.
International Business Machines Thelma P. Thompson, Bishop
Corp. and the General Educa- college; C. G. Darden, Hamption Board of the Rockefeller ton Institute; Mrs. Julia Tidwell
Foundation.
and Joffre T. Whisenton, StillThe organizational grants rep- man college, and David Ker
resent three-quarters of the to- Texada, Xavier university.

LOS ANGELES — The es- Alliance of Postal Employees. cancy may not be filled."
I tablishment of a three-man Other steps include; An or- This directive will also apply
'roving task force to reintorce der to regional directors to con• to the department's headquar'equal employment and porno- sider al/ sources of qualified ers staff in Washington.
tion opportunities among postal'individuals before filling jobs And finally, the
postmaster iga
workers was announced here in the 15 Regional Offices; MU ;eneral disclosed he is
placing IIP
by Postmaster General John A. a reorganiation at the Regions. with the 15 regional
directors
Gronouski.
offices plating the equal oppor ;omplete
responsibility for the
This was part of a package tunity responsibility with tie Di Equal Employment
OpportiniF'
:
of equal opportunity measures rectors themselves.
ty programs within their re:
announced by Gronouski before Referring to the new task ;ions. Until now,
this responsi•-•"
the delegates of the National force as the "eyes and ears' ollity has been
•
•
a staff assign-.
SUPPLY SPECIALIST ;
Of the Postmaster General ment under the director in each
prin.:mai
outlined
Gronouski
its
Airman Fred Jooes, son of
region. Gronouski stated that
.functions:
his action, which has the efMr. and Mrs. Count Hill, 1213
Kane, Aurora, III., was select-,
fect
of upgrading the importFirst, to assist regional di•
IS'
ed for technical training atlft
rectors in their efforts to hire ance of EEO, has received the •
Amarillo AFB, Tex., as a U.S.
and promote on the basis al wholehearted approval of the ..
GAMMON VISITS SECRETARY — John Gammon, right,
regional directors themselves.
ability alone;
Air Force supply specialist.
of Markin, Ark., and well-known farmer in the Tri-State
Jones, a 1964 graduate of WashSecond, to meet, not only In announcing these threeington High School, Caruthersarea, and the first Negro in the state to be appointed as
with postal officials in each new programs, Gronouski notville, Mo., recently completed
an Agriultural Stabilization and Conservation Service State
region, hut with community ed that the Federal governbasic military training at Lack. Freshman registration at Le- leaders and representatives ot ment, as "a full and active
committeeman, is shown in Washington, D. C., conferring
Moyne College has been set minority groups as well, in an partner in the Civil Rights
with Orville L. Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture. ASC land AFB, Tex.
for Saturday, Sept. 11, it was effort to determine the success movement," must "recognize, .
committeemen administer such inportant farm programs
announced this week by Mrs. and the shortcomings of the its responsibility to occupy a
as acreage allotments, price supports, and cost-share aid
Margaret Bush-McWilliams, the EEO program in that Region- position of leadership — not
to farmers for carrying out needed soil and water conservajust to pass laws, but to exhort vs
registrar.
and,
tion practices.
Sophomores will register Third, to relay its findings to by example."
Monday, Sept. 13, from 8:30 POD Headquarters in Washin,,- Reiterating his own policy
A.M. to noon; juniors on Mon- ton, along with its recommen- within the Post Office Department, he declared:
day, Sept. 13, from 1 P.M. to dations.
4 P.M., and seniors on Tues- Members of the task force "I do not want to see anyone '
picked
for any job anywhere
day, Sept 14; from 8;30 A.M. are: Henry L. Dixon,. 'hairin the Postal S ervice, be it in
to noon.
man, who is special assistant
Unclassified and transfer to the assistant Postmaster North or South, unless he is '
students
will register Tuesday General, Bureau of Operations. the best man for the job. I do
sisted by Ed Davis Detroit,'
afternoon, Sept. 14, from 1 to Hattie P. Baumann and not care that his race is
— Berkeley G. Burrell, presi- Mich., and Mack Hannah, HousCharles T. Muntain members what his religion is, or any'.:Ja
4.
thing else about him except his . •
dent of the National Business ton, Tex.
First semester classes will who are both employee-manqualifications for the position.".
League ,announced cancellation Principal speaker, SBA admorning, agement ooperation specialists
Wednesday
begin
In the Burean of Personnel.
Sept. 15.
of the 1965 convention scheduled ministrator , Eugene P. Foley'
stressed an urgent need to
Facutly, administrative of- These three will begin their
for Houston, Texas, Sept. 22-25. strengthen existing
NBL chapficers and staff members will assignment this fall, visiting
Decreed by executive order, trs plus the establishment of
U.S., hoard, Deaconess,
SELECTED TRAINEE assemble for meetings Thurs- one Region at a time, GronouPHILADELPHIA — (Ui'l) — he cancellation decision
Mother of Church,
ski said.
follow-new chapters in urban areas to
day and Friday, Sept. 9-10.
Nurses, Mhstonory,
Airman
Class
Third
George,
Robin Wilson. 21-year-old son of
The Postmaster General also
ed a meeting of the NBL Board'aasist
, expansion of SBA Small Barnes Jr., Whose parents rePrayer Sand
Three new buildings will be Great Britain's Prime
announced a new directive to
Con-lo
Bro
usgmra
esmss Development Center
Minister, of Directors recently
at the
in use as Rust College at Holly
side at 3317 W. Maypole, Chi- 5 Hurt In Gasless Stall
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
the
field,
stating
that
whenever
will
study this fall at the UniPoplin, Si... 3 to 32
cago, has been selected for Springs, Miss., opens for its
ference Center in Capahosic,
a regional job of any 'type is
lona,Short and RA Shame
"Title IV
. of the Economic Op- technical training at Sheppard, LONDON — (UPI) — One
one hundredth year, Septem- versity of Pennsylvania here. V.
filled, the director must show
Iportunity
Act
is
only possible", AFB, Tex., as an U. S. Aircar ran out of gas on the M-4
1110615 FOR 150151
ber 1, 1965.
The Young Wilson will regisAND ORGANIZATIONS
g the board meeting,IFoley said, "where community For ce aircraft maintenancelSuperhighway in Chiswick last that all sources of qualified inA new science building which ter at the school on Sept. 6 to During
dividuals have been considerprograms
exist
and
SBDC's are specialist.
plans were established for anl
lowest Prices Available
Barnes,jught — and the road eventually ed.
cost more than $400,000 will be
Airman
WRITE FOR FREE CATALO;
study. under a Fujnright scholar- extended fund drive to imple- establish to implement the act. who attended John MarshalUwas closed for two hours while "And I mean all sources,"
used for the first time. It
w e I'ship in the graduate school of ment the NBL program of infor-lOrganized NBL chapters could High School, recently complet. police sorted out the 30 other Gronouski said. "If they can- SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
air conditioned and
sciences as a mathe- mational
equipped for chemistry, biolo- arts and
seminars and work- be the focal point around which ed basic military training at cars which involved. Five per- not show me that this effort, 701 Hit.,HE. 65 WhIt•holl St., S.W.
Washingten 2,0.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
:sons were injured.
Lackland,
gy, and general science ma-,matics major. The semester shops to aid and support the he centers could operate."
Tex.
has been made, then the Vabegins Sept. 13.
Small Business Administration's
jors.
Two new residential halls, It was disclosed that he sail- small business loan program.
one for men and one for wo- ed from Southhampton, Eng-' Ben Olive, Jr., Universal Life
men students, will also be land on the Queen Mary and !Insurance Co., Memphis, Tenn.,
used for the first time this was traveling tourist class.
'will direct th efund drive, asyear. The two buildings will
house two hundred students.
The buildings are air conditioned and have lounges and an
assortment of recreation rooms.
The opening of the 1965-66
year is the opening of the one
Kindly send me the Tri-State
I
hundredth year at the college.
A convocation introducing the'
Defender to address below
Centennial Year will be held
during the month of October
year $6.00 Six months $3.50
One
I
when the three new buildings
will be dedicated.

Rust College
To Open Three
New Buildings

Registration
a es biven
For leMoyne

Wilson's Son
Will Study
At Penn. U

UNIFORMS

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
1 TO
1
1

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Delaware, Maryland and West
Virginia became the first of 17
southern and border states to
fully comply with school dese.
gregation provisions of the 1964
Civil Rights Act.
Federal Education Commissioner Francis Keppel said 100
pe- cent compliance was attained in the three states when he
accepted seven school district
plans from Delaware, one from
Maryland and one from West
Virginia.
Compliance plans for desegregating schools must be accepted by Keppel's office for school
districts to qualify for federal
aid.
Keppel said plans still were
being negotiate dfor some district in each of the remaining
14 southern and border states.
Ile said the Delaware. Maryland and West Virginia reached
full compliance after he accepted plans from Talbot County in
Maryland, Mingo County in,
West Virginia, and Delaware's
Ellendale District 125, Houston
District 125, Kenton District 9,
Little Creek District 95, Rose
Valley District 79, Rosana District 31 and Wiley's District.

Junk Dealer
SIOUX FALLS, S.D., — (UPI)
— Policeman Miles Arens spent
many hours lovingly restoring a
1957 Studebarker. He parked it
at a local junkyard recently on
a search for auto parts.
Ile heard a strange crushing
noise and turned around to find
the junk dealer's crane operator
smashing his car.
"Cm sure sorry," the crane
opearator said.
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Private First Class Elgin L.
Scott has been transferred
from Fort Sill, Okla.. to overseas duty on the Island of Okinawa.
The soldier is the son of
Mrs. Bertha L. Poole of 2465
Douglass St. and Elgin Scott.
Pfc. Scott is a 1962 graduate
of Melrose High School and attended the Los Angeles City
College in Los Angeles, Calif.
before entering service.
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THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

The best car you can buy today is a new 1965 Cadillac. The second best is a
late model, previously owned Cadillac. In your authorized
dealer's current selection you're sure to find one in your price range.
Surveys of automobile popularity have for many years revealed
that people consider Cadillac to be the finest car in the world.
This is, we think, as it should be—for no other automobile offers
such a splendid combination of beauty, luxury, smoothness of
ride, brilliant performance and superb handling. The most magnificent interpretation of these unique qualities is, of course. the
1965 Cadillac. But, if you arc not yet ready for a new Cadillac,

remember that Cadillac cars, regardless of age or prior service,
represent a truly outstanding and lasting value. And many late
model Cadillacs offer equipment and conveniences still not to
be found in many other new cars. Sec your authorized Cadillac
dealer—the one man who can best satisfy your fine car needs
—and he will do everything possible to make your ownership
of the Standard of the World a richly rewarding experience.

SLACK it
• 11101‘11

Teu'll wear Staey-Adams Shoo. .or "tf4
Iasi...bowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
ltand-aaltsmaeship ...rich styling... luxurious
leathers... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort —plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many lessons.

SEE YOUR AUTHORthD;CADILLAC DEALER'S PINE SELECTION OF NEW
AND USED CAD ILLACS
'80 CADILLAC
ciargocur
'57
CADILLAC
'43 CADILLAC
Sedan • wAdow,
power with
Fac1ery A.r, 20.000
Coons. 'r"**// .011111, AIM
Sedan 0•Villo,
ss.
la.114 151.-1
ac10•1 mist. iliorpl
•00•1
•rd whits Intel.% 11,000 tn,lst
ream
'81 OLDSMOBILE
'84 CADILLAC
Stadiros, 2 I, Ogee,. Nov, Full
'SI
Swdan
CADILLAC
•ss
1r1,1.1
CADILLAC power and taster, air. Chat and
6 pedal, lull pe.,
ono OwfWIr. LAG porr. tulip
m 5.O.l 4,4. sas
WWI
Not
mileorso.
eaa;Prrod.
4ir. • owner. Clean'
and factory air. C161111
'MI CADILLAC
13 CADILLAC
Coops DoVilla, Slack wit% blart
'84 OLDSMOSILE
'AR CADILLAC
-ft.. tan with nt.tehiltg 1.1i1,10r.
Coup*
111.4 Whill 14460,, RI 000 &afoot
Willa,
•:,
facto,/
Cmive.1ible.
with
se.rV, ;IllerTe
rn;los, 1.16 sow. Fall pewit, arid
full Dew.,. Reis color •nd in,
11000 •.•
es,
.1.. W11 *WNW. is. mileage,
.
dun. Priced to tell,
CADILLAC
rsaks,7'
1 It'iltorter7tIL
'64 CADILLAC
low rnilaago,
Pull power and air. otta owner.

80 elhor models
Riedel, fg theirs. Iron,
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DEFENDER

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1965
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y BILL LITT4
keep the defense honest.
MELROSE DEFENDS TITLE
Two seasons ago Melrose fin- THREE TEAMS CHALLENGE
ished the 1963 Campaign buried The three teams that chased
in the Prep League cellar, but Melrose to the wire last season

made a complete turnaround figure to have a lot to do with
last year by going undeleated deciding the Blues Bowl entrant
to win the city championship in December. Carver, Lester
and a Blues Bowl victory over and Manassas had identical 5-2
records in 1964 to finish tied for
liorace Mann of Little Rock.
The Golden Wildcats' foes second place. Despite the loss
woUld like nothing better than of Bob Jones to Arkansas State
to grease the skids for the A.M. & N., this could be the
Orange Mounders in the oncom- Carver Cobras' turn to wear the
ing football race that commen- crown. Jones threw for 11 TD's
ces with a pair of openers and Carver opponents hoe
Coach W. 0. Woodruff is a long
Thtitsday, September 9.
tI,Owever, the thought of con- time in finding the likes of the

airing against Melrose, might strong armed flinger.
Int be a bit of wishful think- While Carver has a conspiciing for the seven league victims ous gap to fill at quarterback,
who watched the defending a promising group of linesmen,
champs amass 243 points while and talk of switching all-Memsurrendering only 19, seven to phis end Larry Stevenson to the
Father Bertrand, and 12 to backfield, serve notice that the
Cobras will be as strong on
Douglass.
Melrose will have to come up paper as any other league memwith some replacements for ber. The southsiders might
many of the stars lost through prove just as tough when they
graduation who played key hit the gridiron.
What do you do when 67',, of
roles last season.
Gone are Jimmy Ward, Le- your offense graduate? If you
Roy Moton, Ezell Jones and have the solution Johnny JohnBobby Smith. Ward and Motoa, son of Manassas will pay dearthd league's top rushers, and ly to get the information. JohnRiga fingered Smith, accounted son's Tigers crossed the enemy
fo4 140 points for Melrose. goal line 18 times last year, 12
All-Memphis of these six pointers were scorJoies was an
talkie who signed to play with ed by pass catching aces Hottathe, University of Minnesota. ton Chaffin and Raymond
Coach Eldridge Mitchell isn't Webb.
thilowing out the "crying towel" Coach Johnson may deviate
ovir his departing gridders for somewhat from his passing
'expects a good nucleons re- game, but with a big 'line reiming to keep the Golden turning and a traditional large,
'Cats in contention. The bulk of turnout of candidates at the
the running will be inherited by north Memphis School, the vetjunior halfback Ricky Tate.
eran mentor may find the ansAs a sophomore Tate saw wers to most of his problems.
experienlimited action in the
Lester went a long way on
ced talent rich Melrose back- the daring play of its mighty
field, but managed to score mite signal caller Sylvester
three times, a feat accomplish- Hayslett and a pair of huge
ed by five Golden Wildcats tackles. With the 140 pound

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD Si ORES
FAST '4111 1)(11)1 AI (Al MENDENHALI
MIDTOWN ILI) MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strickly To Help Make
A
WANTED BY FBI — Holier Paul Black, charged with the
brutal gunshot murder of a Chicago pollee officer during
an armed robbery, is one of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted" fugitives. Black and his brother, Richard, allegedly
robbed a supermarket of $3,500 on August 4, 1965. A
police sergeant who responded to the holdup alarm was reportedly searching Richard at the crime scene when Hollce,
known for his belligerent and violent behavior, came out
of the store with the loot, shot the officer in the head,
and both brothers fled to Gary, Ind. An intensive nationwide search was begun by the FBI. Mince, who was born
in Chicago on Jan. 4, 1944, is six feet tall, weighs 175
pounds, is of medium build, medium dark complexion, hasblack hair and brown eyes. He has worked as a loborer,
metal worker and car hiker at is car rental agency. A skilled player and ladies man, he and his brother should be
considered armed and extremely dangerous. Information
concerning them should be reported to the FBI.

•

backs three or More times in scrambling antics of Hayslett
acting as a catalyst for Coach

1964.
Senior

PI4
I

HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HEA STAFF

CENTER CUT

Fred Montesi

L3inititb.
I

•

In Shoot - Shop Montesi Today

Starling or King Cotton

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

t

Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children

SOS Alit
SCOTT

_
Serve something special—such as Applesauce Chiffon
Pie. It's perfect for your Fall card parties and luncheons.The light-as-a-cloud texture comes from whipped
Carnation Evaporated Milk. Now Carnation is Velvetized to make your desserts even tastier. Get,some
soon —and use it often!

45°

Lb.

Shasta

5

0

DRINK

12 oz.
Cans

12 Limit

Can

Cola, Grape, Orange & Cherry

Hank Herman O'Neil's Lions, Lester
Bridgeforth is slated to direct will have high hopes. Fullback
to
the Melrose attack. Bridgeforth Fred Alexander is expected
threw six touchdown passes in be the workhorse in the backleague competition but five of field for the Lions and Naththose pay-off pitches came in aniel Hale will anchor the line.
the first three games of the sea- Douglass, Bertrand and Hamilton figure to improve, and
son.
trio might emerge
Bridgeforth's passing was off among the
horse. Bertrand will be
during the latter part of the a dark
league team to take on
year, especially against Chatta- the first
white eleven when the
nooga's HOWard. Melrose may an all
Thunderbolts play Catholic on
have to rely on its aerial game
15 at Crump stadiand if BrIddeforth is in top form September
triggerman to um.
could
quarter

hack

Troopers To Do Auto
Accident Research
Tennessee State Troopers will
begin working on a four year
auto crash research program
the first oi September Training for the intensive research
program began this week for
troopers stationed in Middle
Tennessee counties that sur-

Results of the crash research
study will be available to all
state agencies, auto manufacturing firms, and others who
are interested in Tennessee
Highway Safety. Preliminary

studies have already been made
from existing accident reports

and results of those studies will

round Nashville.
be available at an early date.
The program requires the
combined efforts of the Tennessee Highway Patrol, the State Game
Department of Health, and the
LINCOLN, Ill. — (UPI) —
Tennessee Medical and Hospit- it was bright and sunny here
al Association.
the other day — too darn sunny.
The Automotive Crash Injury
With the score tied at 2-2 in
A--.search Division of Cornell the ninth inning of a baseball
onautical LAboratory will game between Peoria and Linanalyze and report on the in- coln, the game was called be-

Called — Too Sunny

•

Ø

formation the Tennessee Troop- cause of sunshine. The players
ers and medical experts gather couldn't see the ball.
from actual highway mishaps.
The State Troopers will begin
SORRY
photographing certain parts of
NO MINORS
highway accidents and will send
their film and their reports on
the accidents to State Highway
Pa t rol Headquarters. The
Health Department will gather
doctors and hospital reports.
The study will move about
the Highway Patrol's 8 districts
for the next four years and will
be in each district for at least
six months. All State Troopers
will participate.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems'
Ot With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.

•
75

Cask Yoq
GetS 500.00
$1,000.00.
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$.5,000.00

ktt

Mo.

Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
.$ 45.50
$ 56.20
$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial SA 6.0637

ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
o"it's Better ts

illerrom(At Bank";

JUNE 22
THRU
OCT. 16
ADMISSION

APPLESAUCE CHIFFON PIE
(Makes 9-inch pie)
CRUST:
1'/2 cups gingersnap cookie crumbs
1/4 cup melted butter
FILLING:
2 tablespoons(2 envelopes)
unflavored gelatin*
2 cup water
1
/
1/3 cup sugar

2 cups(1-pound can)
appleect:te
1/4 teaspoon vanilla
1 4 teaspoon salt
,3 cup (small can)
2
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1 tablespoon lemon juice

Combine gingersnap crumbs and butter. Line sides and bottom
of 9-inch pie plate. Bake in moderate oven (350°P.) 7 minutes.
Cool. Soften gelatine in water in top of double boiler. Add
sugar and applesauce. Heat over boiling water until gelatine
and sugar dissolve. Remove from heat. Pour into bowL Chill
unW mixture moundsfrom apoon. Stir In vanilla and salt.
Carnation in refrigerator tray until soft ice crystals form
around edges of tray (10-15 minutes). Whip tmtil gift (about
1 minute). Add lemon juice and continue whipping until vary
stiff (about 1 minute longer). Fold whipped carnation into
applesauce-gelatine mixture. Spoon into pie shell. Chill 114 to
2 hours before serving. Garnish with additional 14 cup of
gingersnap crumbs, if desired.
C•968A Printed in U.S.A. (95)

CATSUP

Bottle

Kraft

Enough Catsup To Eat A Bushel Of French

CLOROX

Grape Jelly
Tasty With Bread
& Butter. After.School DAY
18 Oz. Jar

Domino Or Godchaux
World's Most Modern
GREYHOUND COURSE

FRED

Plenty Of Sugar
For Only
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT

250

Libbys

BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER

6
MONTESI MAWS

For
5 Lb. Bag
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •Kludiap volo• of
coupon merchandise (freras milk products end tobacco also ea.
chided In compliance with state law). Onecoupon per custereelle
coupon •spire• moan Wednesday Sept. 8.

* Daily Double 1st and 2nd Races
* Quinelas Every Race
* Only 10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
* Matinee Every Saturday 1:30 P.M.

,TharPOST

8:00

SOUTHLAND • GREYHOUND•PARK
veft-INTERSTATE 155I WEST MEMPHIS ARK.

6)4 OZ. Can

2)
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Air Force Boosts Quota
On Former Service Men
- The largest boost in enlistment quota of prior service
men since the Korean War was
announced here this week by
the Air Force Recruiting office.
I The Air Force will be seeking approximately 10,000 for-

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

N. CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WHERE fOLI(S LIKE YOU
air PRIIIRINTIAL
SIRvICE

mer airmen and other former
servicemen this fiscal year to
help fill the active duty enlisted ranks being increased
by the Vietnam crisis.
According to Sgt. Hollis Wal
ton of the Memphis office, this
will be welcome news to many
servicemen who were ineligible
to enlist under the old enlistment requirements.
The enlistment quota is being increased from a former
160 to about 1,300 a month nationwide.
More than 300 job skills, including aircraft mechanic, medical, administrative and many
other operational type jobs
are required at the present
time. .
Sgt. Walton advises that interested personnel with prior
service experience should contact him immediately regarding this program.

'GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

Report Shows Official
Forecast 1. A. Rioting
circulated in the offices of the an unsurpassed injury to her
By ROBERT STRAND
SAN FRANCISCO — (U P I) attorney general and Gov. Ed- reputation."
— Former California attorney mund G. Brown, as well est The report went on to corngeneral Stanley Mosh confirmed among some civil rights lead- I pare Parker with some civil
rights leaders, saying that
that his office issued a report ers.
15 months ago forecasting riot- The report listed some dan- "each regards himself 33 a
ing in Los Angeles, including ger signals and contrasted ra- champion of a beleaguered
the call up of militia, and plac- cial difficulties of San Fran- minority. Each has an almost
ing the blame on police chief cisco with those of Los An- oriental regard for 'I o a s of
geles. It asserted the only dif- face'."
William H. Parker.
ference was the attitude of the
But it was stated that Parker
The report was disclosed In police departments.
a United Press International San Francisco police depart- does not deserve a reputation
dispatch. Mosk, now a state su- ment, it said has kept itself for bigotry.
preme court justice, later con- neutral in the civil rights con- "Chief kiirker does not disfirmed the report and said it flict, but in Los Angeles, Park- like Negroes because they are
"was drafted shortly after the er "has made it clear that the
Negroes but because they disSheraton Palace ci vil rights struggle is between the police
demonstrations" in San Fran- department a n d the demon- like the police department,"
The memorandum said.
cisco.
strators."
program which wt feature original music
PLANNING THANKSGIVING PROGRAM
Mosk said he recalled that As a result Parker was said "This, in Parker's book, is
and lyrics in an imaginative story. With the study contrasted the "com- to have become a symbol to
— Youngsters in a variety of sizes and
the only 'unforgivable sin."
Sammy Davis are four young performers mendable" police work in San Negroes of all their difficulties.
from a variety of cities will appear with
The report concluded by st
from the New York area: left to right, Su- Francisco "with the police at- It war: asserted that Parker
"Mr. Show Business" in a special ThanksBrown
san Alpern, 10; Jewel Boston, eight Steve titude in other cities, princi- was properly Confident in his ing • that Mosk and
giving Day television show, "Sammy Davis
should give the Los Angeles
Angeles."
demonLos
ability
to
handle
pally
force's
Dennis
Scott,
12.
He
Taylor,
nine,
and
Children."
of
World
Wonderful
and the
"As a result of the report," strators, but that he miscal- situation "a high degree of inwill appear as an adult in an hour-long color
he said, "I called six zone culated the possibility they terest." However, the author
meetings of enforcement offic- would be joined by the Negro confessed that there would be
to leave in their automobile ers throughout the state."
community generally.
no easy way of approaching
when Haynes returned and
spokesman for Parker in "In Los Angeles if demon- Parker without making hi m
A
opened fire with a shotgun, hitdefensive."
"more
Angeles said to the best strators are joined by the Neting"Christian in the stomach, Los
his knowledge, neither the gro community at large, the
of
the Negro said. Christian, 54,
No specific racial implica- was dead on arrival at a local chief nor other police officials policing will no longer be done
ANNISTON, Ala. — (UPI) —
had seen such a report. Mayor by the Los Angeles police deinvolved
in
tions
were
believed
with
charged
was
man
white
A
hospital.
spokesman partment, but by the state mili- New liquid ORA-JEL Safely ends teethmurder in the shotgun slaying the death of the father of sev- Christian was the second Ne- Samuel W. Yorty's
ing pain. Just apply, pain "flies away."
had no comment, other than tia," The memorandum said.
of a Negro fisherman in rural en children.
Recommended by many
A Negro companion of Chris gro to be shot to death in Cal- he could not recall knowledge Top state officials wer e pediatricians, works fast...
Calhoun County.
results guaranteed or
houn- County since last month. of such a study.
o
in
pro"millions
warned
that
money back. Also available PARENTS.
Robert Haynes, 41, of Jack- tian told police they were fish Willie Brewster, 38, was shot
sonville, was being held in the ing on a small creek when in the back 3uly 15 as he re- United Pr ess International perty damage may ensue, un- In jell.
se;NO
Calhoun County jail following Haynes approached them and turned home from work at An- learned that the report, written told lives may be lost, and
by one of Mosk's aides, was California will have received
the death of Thad Christian of told them to leave.
niston foundry. Two white men
The Negroes were preparing late last week were
Anniston.
arrested
and charged with murder in
connection with Brewster's
death.

Charge White Man With
Shotgun Slaying Of Negro

TEETHING PAIN
ora-jel'

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965

47FAvittaTOYSNOw
A. Schwab has just purchased at Half Price all
kinds of Toys and Dolls. These are now on Sale
on Second Floor. $1.00 will put up to $10.00
worth of Toys and Dolls in Lay-a-way at no
extra charge.

Floor Models Reduced
$100"
\ UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Mites lit 10 1 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3.1171!2 BIG LOCATIONS 1Pkone MU 2-461 1

Beer For Penny
EYAM, England — (UPI) —
Best beer will be sold at less
than one cent per quart when
North Derbyshire villagers celebrate the tercentenary of a plague which killed most of their
ancestors.

The 122Thrift Shop

Men's, Women's and
Children's SHOES
up to 8500 value
not all sizes

NOTICE

Jefferson
Hrs. 9:30 - 5:30
BARGAINS

$

A PAIR

163 Beale Street

Name Brand New and Used
• Shoes & Clothing
For The Entire Family
Oversized Dresses
Made To Order
— Reasonable —

L

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO SERVE

YOU!!

CALL OR COME BY TODAY
•

IN THE

1959 Chevrolet Impala

ONLY $/95
.NLy$1295
oNLY$1095
ONLY $695
ONLY $495

2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Power Glide,
Radio, Heater, Beautiful, Red & White

1963 Chevrolet Biscayne

4 Door,6 Cylinder, Straight Drive,
Factory Air, Gas Saver

1960 Chevrolet Impala
2 Door Hardtop, Standard Transm.,
V-8, Radio, Heater

1958 Chevrolet

2 Door Hardtop, Radio, Heater,
43,000 One Owner Miles; Like New

1955 Chevrolet
2 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Transmission, Radio,
Heater, W.W. Tires, Sound As A Deities

1964 Chevrolet Impala

ONLY $2095

4 Door, .6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Radio & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

ONLY

1956 Rambler

Super Station Wagon, 6 Cylinder, Standard Transm.,
Good Tires, Good Condition.

1962 Volkswagen
1960 Ford Fairlane 500
Sedan,

Drives Like

ONLY

$395
$395
17
$495

ONLY $

New

2 Door, Radio, Heater

ONLY

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
USED CAR SPECIALS
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
A

AA, A,AAAAAAAA/A\AAAAAA
A A

--A—
'

.

a

SOUTH
teed
All Cars G
12 FREE LURES Gad
12 FREE Oil Changes

'64 Buick $1895
Special 4.door. Full power
.nd A., Conditiened.

-

AA

eA.W ,A

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

3 eLicipt. 4 owed. loo mile.
n•wi
•q•

'63 Buick $2495

Classified Axis. .
Help Wanted

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
proofoperators,
Linotype
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago G0616,
Illinois.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
saleswomsm
and
Salesmen
Wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275-9676

Electr•
225
Convertible,
FII pe.e, S iectory

'61 Buick $1495
14•41.m.
LeSebre
Fail rower and air con.
cjii;ened,

ado... Full prou•r
A., Cord
THIS WEEK ONLY'!

63 Chevy II
$1195
44, Sid Trans
conditioned

S

Al,

No competition. To service and set up
new accounts in excliesive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving inventory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of eurfares. interior
or exterlor. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor, Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.

Air A Power

(awe SII-S116

BLUFF
BUICK
Barolcm

KAI02

Furn. For Sale
FREE
New Type Hamburger Press
$5.00 VALUE
WITH PURCHAS11 OF ANY
APPLIANCE OR FURNITURE.
275-0435
Day or nite.
iViLBUR TAYLOR
1616 So. Parke ay E.

Business Services
WANT TO BUY — OLD SIGNS,
posters, used before 1940 advertising
cigarettes, medicines, soft drink., etc..
anything from old stores including
fixtures. What do you have in your
back storsroom? Call MU 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE E;OOKING FOR A
crackerjack ealesman to reach the
Negro market — Dial our want ad
department.
526-8397
Our readers are waiting to buy you,
products — Let Tri-State Defender
deliver your advertising message —
We reach a mans market

CARDS OF THANKS

II•1 Air 24, Agfa Trans.
FOrs Mud

CoMery 4-4.. Hecdtew

HOME FOR SALE
3-BEr ROOM BRICK, NEWLY
DECORATED, PULL DOWN ATTIC STAIRS, GARAGE AND LARGE FENCED
YARD. ONLY $11,800, F.H.A.
SEE AT ANY TIME. 275-8474.
1009 ROMANA
FOR SALE
FIREWOOD, SYCAMORE IN
24" LENGTH 1009 ROMANA.
275-8474

position rendering services of natural
importance and being well paid for
same.
I would like to thank everyone who
Write to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER
was so kind to me during my hner
BOX 311
confinement in the hoepital. May God
mempnia, Tenn.
bless all of you.
Mrs. Jenne Mae Wilkes
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED

4-door

HOME FOR SALE

Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Commercial. Cathedral City Calif. BARBER IMPORTED WIGS
be per cent human lair. MaWOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated, refined, chine made, $40. Hand made,
teaching.
in
Experienced
60.
25 to
$06. Delivery in three weeks.
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the type that Hudson Baibee Import-Expoet.
does not usually answer advertise5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
ments but desires intereettng, full-time

'59 .Chev. $195
'51 M. $195
'58 Buick $345
'59 Buick $595
Op.. NN•• 111 r
731

Pi

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly_
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

'65 GTO $2595

SPECIAL!
'64 Wildcat S2115

2 Door Hardtop, Factory Air-Conditioned,
Red & White Interior

1956 Chevrolet

BEST
CARS

NEWSBOYS

PICN
Elen
objei
son
On g
Turn
son,
.
4 6 city.

Minimum Investment — $500
Maximum Investment — 512.000
FM details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
PENtiUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Mialouri 63074

AVON CALLING
Be a port of the wonderful world of
cosmetics. 40 per rent commission.
-et cosmetic
Join the world's tarts
company. Call Mrs. South, 212-2042.
MAIDS GUARANTEED GOOD NEW
York liven Jobe. 536456 weekly fare
advanced. HAROLD EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY. Dept. 22, Lynbrook. N.Y.

For Sale Misc.
SMALL urninwr PIANO
Extra gd., will deliver. 5100 274 2154

HOME FOR SALE
ROME FOlt SALE
Convenient tocatIon — 1065 So. 4th
Pr, -- 2 ft-Rm., living a dining room.
fireplace. basemen% litteben. carport.
BEIll MRS, TURNER

Special Services

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Beaded
CAL!. US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

0.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
BARBEE LAKE — Fish -all day
$ 50; horseback riding Ai hr. $1;
horseback riding in the ring for
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
-le- $.25; picnic grounds with
record
music for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a day of recreation. 5108 Horn
Lake Rd., 398-1068 IltnigOn
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale,
Histories, English, and Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodeling, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We build additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, concrete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free estimates. Memphis Construction
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SNOT GUNS •

SUITS • O'COATS •
LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 Ai 1711 SEAL STREET JA 6.5300,
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
1621644BI BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

4,

6
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